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1 Introduction 
Present-day standard Ukrainian is based primarily on the south-eastern 
group of dialects, more precisely those spoken in the south Kievan, 
Ćerkasy and Poltava regions. But it has also been significantly influenced 
by the south-western dialects where Lviv (Lvov) was an important cultural 
centre. This influence has been exerted, especially in lexis, but also in 
phonology, since the Middle Ages; in modern times it was quite strong in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As a result one may with 
some justification speak of a bidialectal basis of standard Ukrainian, even 
though the eastern contribution is certainly more important. The direct 
impact of the northern group of dialects in modern times has been negli-
gible. But it was substantial indirectly through the participation of Northern 
Ukrainian in the very formation of the south-eastern dialects, the mainstay 
of standard Ukrainian. This was caused by the country's historical circum-
stances. Beginning in the thirteenth century, under the pressure of Turkic-
speaking nomadic tribes the south-eastern part of the country was lost, so 
that Kiev became an outpost of the realm. Both northern and south-
western Ukrainians participated in the later reconquest of the lost terri-
tories in the south and east. This new settlement took about two centuries, 
ending in the eighteenth century, and the south-eastern dialects arose from 
the dialectal mixture of the underlying dialects. For more details see section 
6. 

The history of the literary language was less complicated. The oldest 
literary language of the Ukraine was imported from other Slavonic coun-
tries, primarily from Bulgaria and Macedonia, as a linguistic tool of the 
newly introduced Christianity, from the tenth century. It was common to 
all Christianized Slavs of the Byzantine rite; only individual slips into the 
colloquial local languages appear in these texts, Old Ukrainian in the texts 

Editorial note: Following Professor Shevelov's preference, the term 'Common 
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written in the Ukraine. With the incorporation of the country into the 
Grand Duchy of Lithuania (and partly into Poland) in the fourteenth 
century, there evolved, especially in the chanceries of the time, a new liter-
ary language which united Belorussians and Ukrainians. All these com-
ponents - Church Slavonic, Ukrainian, Belorussian and Polish -
participated in various proportions in the literary languages of the sixteenth 
to the eighteenth centuries. But in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries the literary language underwent a radical revolution: many of the 
non-native components were eliminated and the literary language was 
restructured on the Ukrainian dialectal basis as outlined above. Conse-
quently, literary (standard) Ukrainian is a language that has gone through 
certain interruptions in its tradition and several new starts. 

A further complication was created, especially in 1863-1905, for the 
bulk of Ukrainians, namely those who lived in the Russian Empire, when 
St Petersburg prohibited the use of Ukrainian in public life and, in particu-
lar, in schools (until 1917): even the name 'Ukrainian' was forbidden and 
replaced by the politically more suitable term 'Little Russian'. After the 
Revolution of 1917 the development and standardization of Ukrainian had 
their ups and downs, sometimes rather drastic. All the above have left an 
imprint on the status of the language and on its use. Specifically, Ukrainian 
was to a great extent crowded out in many big cities, especially among the 
upper classes. 

The long-lasting division of Ukrainian territory among various states, 
changing at different times, such as Poland, Russia, Austro-Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Rumania and others, has also left its trace in the history of 
both the standard and the spoken languages. Particularly in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, the language standard in Galicia and in the 
(greater) central-eastern part of the country reflected some differences in 
language habits and norms. To some extent this state of affairs survives 
today in the differences between the language standard of the former 
Soviet-governed or influenced areas and that of the emigrants to other 
countries. The most important of these differences will be referred to at the 
relevant points below. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Modern standard Ukrainian has six vowels, four unrounded and two 
rounded. See table 17.1. The phoneme / о / is usually open [э], but is close 
[o], by assimilation, if unstressed, before a stressed syllable with и ox и 
Such an [o] is allophonic and is not reflected in spelling: голубка/ 
h[o]lubka, feminine of голуб/Ь[э]1иЬ 'dove, pigeon'. A peculiar sound in 
the Ukrainian vocalism is [у]. Although in the Latin transliteration it is 
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Table 17.1 Vowels of modern standard Ukrainian 

У 
e о 

a 

denoted by the same letter as Russian and Belorussian ы, phonetically it is 
not a central back high vowel (as in Russian сын/syn 'son'), but a central 
front mid vowel. Historically, this vowel is the result of a merger of the 
older и/i and ы/у, which took place in the late thirteenth century in most 
dialects of the west of the country and was completed in the east by the 
mid-fifteenth century. In modern standard Ukrainian this vowel is articu-
lated in the zone of e. Accordingly, in unstressed non-word-final position it 
is as a rule not distinguished from e, that is, unstressed e and у are merged 
phonologically, the phonetic realization depending on the quality of the 
stressed vowel in the next syllable. Thus мене/тепё T (GEN)' and мине/ 
myne 'pass (3 SG)' have identical realizations. Hence typically the 
unstressed vowels in standard Ukrainian are five and not six. 

Like Belorussian and Russian, Ukrainian developed polnoglasie in the 
place of Common Slavonic sequences * or, *er, * el/* ol between consonants 
(мороз/moróz 'frost', 6eper/bereh 'shore', х о л о д / х о ^ 'cold'). Word-
initially, a metathesis took place in these sequences, the results of which 
depended on the pitch: under rising pitch they were ra-, la-, under falling 
pitch ro-, lo-: рамено/гатепо 'arm of cross', but po6ÓTa/robota 'work'. 
(Reliable examples with e are lacking.) These changes occurred about 
AD 800. 

The Common Slavonic nasal vowels ę, p generally developed in 
Ukrainian by the mid-tenth century in the same way as in Belorussian and 
Russian into, respectively, 'a and и: п'ять/pjat ' 'five', суд/sud 'court'. 
There is, though, some evidence that in North Ukrainian, ę became e if 
unstressed: pjat', genitive singular pety, versus standard Ukrainian п'ять/ 
pjat', п'яти/pjaty. 

The vowels denoted in Old Church Slavonic by the letters ъ and ь (the 
so-called jers), originating from Common Slavonic й and i, respectively, 
were lost in Old Ukrainian. In the weak position (including word-finally), 
that is, if not followed in the next syllable by a weak jer, they were 
dropped; if followed in the next syllable by a weak jer they yielded о and e 
respectively: kbto > kto (now XTo/xto) 'who', pbsb > nec/pes 'dog', Ъъгъ 
> боз/boz 'lilac'. These changes developed about 1150, spreading from 
certain phonetic environments to others. In sequences of consonant -I- jer-Ь 
ror / + consonant, ъ always yielded o, while ь split: it gave e before rbut о 
before /: tbrgovlja > торпвля/torhivlja 'commerce', vbrxu > верху/verxu 
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'top (GEN SG)', * vblky (original root *vilk-) > вовки/vovky 'wolves'. The 
reflexes of jers in the configuration consonant -I- r or / -I- jer -h consonant 
depended on the position. In the strong position there were the usual 
reflexes of strong jers, in the weak position we find у: krbvb > кров/krov 
'blood', but krbvavh > KpHBaB[Hń]/kryvav[yj] 'bloody'. There is no evi-
dence that Ukrainian ever had syllabic sonants r and / except possibly in 
word-final position after a consonant. 

In addition to the coalescence of у and / in the specifically Ukrainian y, 
discussed above, and the overall change of e into / (deti > AiTH/dity 'child-
ren'), the most peculiar development in Ukrainian vocalism, one which is 
unique among the Slavonic languages as spoken nowadays, was the evo-
lution of о and e in the position before a lost weak jer. For о in that 
position the following stages may be uncovered: о > о (that is, close [o], 
since, at the latest, the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries; in some texts 
denoted by the Greek letter omega, со) > и (attested since the fourteenth 
century) > ii(attested since 1600, spelled ю) > /(attested since 1653): kotb 
> kcot > kut > kiit (spelled кют/kjut) > KiT/kit 'cat'. For e the development 
was twofold, before a lost ь and before a lost ъ. Before the lost ь it was: e > 
e(attested since 1161, the so-called 'new' e') > /(along with the original e, 
in the fourteenth-fifteenth centuries): pečb > peč > шч/pič 'stove'. Before 
lost ъ , except in some western dialects, e did not undergo any changes, 
except possibly under retracted stress: medb > мед/med 'honey', but 
uteklb > утис/utik 'fled (м)', contrast утекло/utekló 'fled (N)'. 

All these developments of e and о occurred in southern dialects. In 
northern dialects, instead, о and e before the syllable which lost a jer 
developed into diphthongs. This diphthongization affected only stressed 
syllables. 

Modern standard Ukrainian as well as all Ukrainian dialects does not 
have phonemically relevant length and pitch in vowels. It only preserves 
free dynamic stress (with concomitant lengthening), which can fall on any 
syllable and which can shift within a paradigm. The distribution of 
paradigms with fixed and with shifting stress is unpredictable unless 
morphological rules interfere. The chronology of the loss of phonemic 
pitch and length in Ukrainian is uncertain. But since no phonetic changes 
have depended on them in the time since the tenth century, nothing 
precludes the assumption that they were lost at that time or soon after, that 
is still in the Proto-Ukrainian period. 

The consonant system of Ukrainian is set out in table 17.2. Several of 
these consonants have limited distribution, / r ' / never occurs syllable-
finally. The consonants / f / and /g / occur only in foreign (and onomato-
poetic) words. The former was introduced in loan-words which entered 
Old Ukrainian with Christianization, mostly from Greek. In the spoken 
language it was replaced by p, v or x, as in the Christian names Stepan, 
Vekla, Oxrim, but later, with the growing influx of loan-words from Greek, 
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Table 17.2 Consonants of modern standard Ukrainian 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar Laryngeal 
Plain Palatalized 

Plosive P b t d t' d' k g 
Fricative f v/w s z s' z' š ž x h 
Affricate с 3 c' 3' Č 3 
Nasal m n n' 
Lateral 1 Г 
Trill r r' 
Glide j 

western European and other sources a new sound and phoneme was intro-
duced, namely the labialized fricative xw

9 which is still widely used in non-
standard language. However, in the language of the educated, xw was 
considered vulgar and / was accepted, probably on the Russian and Polish 
pattern. Common Slavonic / g / changed in Old Ukrainian into h (or [y]) 
in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, / g / was introduced anew, 
mostly in loan-words of western origin as well as from other sources, and is 
attested since 1388. In writing it was rendered by a digraph кг and in other 
ways, until a special letter г was introduced in 1619. This special letter was, 
however, abolished in 1933 in the Soviet Ukraine (in favour of plain r), so 
that now it is only used outside the country. The affricates 3, 3' and 3 do 
not have special letters either and are denoted by digraphs дз /dz and д ж / 
dž. These affricates also have limited distribution, primarily in onomato-
poetic words and in words of foreign origin; only 3 is better adopted in that 
it participates in alternation with d in verbal and verb-derived forms, as in 
водити/vodyty 'to lead', воджу/vodžu (1 SG), в о д ж е н и й ^ с ^ е п у ] 
(PAST PART). 

As a rule voiced consonants preserve their voicing in all positions, 
except in the preposition and prefix з / z , which is prone to devoice before 
voiceless consonants. This may be accounted for historically by its origin: it 
continues two original prepositions/prefixes: 5Ъ and iz(ъ). On the other 
hand, voiceless consonants become voiced before voiced obstruents: 
6opoTb6a/borot'ba 'struggle' is pronounced with [d']. The consonant 
presented in table 17.2 as v/w is realized in syllable-final position as [w], in 
other positions its realization varies between [v] and [w], more often [w]. 

There are also long consonants. Usually they appear at morpheme 
boundaries and, consequently, are phonemically double and not long 
consonants: вщдати/vifdjaty Чо give away' from вщ/vid 'from' and 
дати/daty 'to give'; винна/\гу[п]а 'guilty (F)', with the adjective-forming 
suffix -n, compare вина/vyna 'guilt'. Palatalized long consonants occur in 
some morphological categories, most usually in deverbal nouns of the type 
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знання/znannja 'knowledge' and in the instrumental singular of feminine 
nouns ending in a consonant: тшь/tin' 'shadow', instrumental singular 
тшню/tinnju. Historically, this length arose from the consonantal cluster 
palatalized consonant + y. Its phonemic status is debatable: / C ' / or /C ' j / . 

Common Slavonic palatalized / г ' / , /17, / n 7 were preserved in Old 
Ukrainian longer than in Old Russian, but their palatalization was lost by 
the late twelfth century. The question of whether Old Ukrainian auto-
matically palatalized all consonants before front vowels is to be answered in 
the affirmative for ё and for 'a from ę\ for the position before e and i (> у) 
the situation is not so obvious, but there seem to be more arguments in 
favour of the negative answer. 

For the relation between Ukrainian orthography and the phonological 
system, reference should be made to table 17.3 and to the following notes. 
There are no special letters for the affricates 3, 3' and 3, the digraphs дз 
and дж being used, respectively; in the former Soviet Ukraine, г was used 
for both h and g. The phoneme / j / is indicated by й only if syllable-final or 
before the vowel o; word-initially or after a vowel, ja, je, ji, ju are indicated 
by the special letters я, e, 'i, ю; after labials and r, the same symbols are 
used, though separated from the labial by an apostrophe (not represented 
in the transliteration). A sequence of palatalized consonant plus vowel is 
indicated by using the letter for the equivalent plain consonant plus the 
following letter or letter combination: я, e, i, ьо, ю; syllable-finally, 
palatalization is indicated by adding ь after the letter for the corresponding 
plain consonant. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Common Slavonic 
The best-preserved Common Slavonic alternations of consonants are those 
of velars (including the laryngeal) with dental and palatals (table 17.4). 
They originate in the first and second palatalizations of velars. Today, 
however, they are devoid of phonetic motivation and, mostly, are morpho-
logized. The alternations of velars with (palatalized) dentals is basically 
limited to the pre-desinential position (that is, the position before the 
inflectional ending) before word-final -/ in the dative and locative singular: 
рука/гика 'hand', dative/locative singular рущ/ruci; круг/kruh 'circle', 
locative singular Kpy3i/kruzi. The only survival of this alternation in the 
nominative plural is друг/druh 'friend', plural flpy3i/druzi, although the 
alternation is extended to the other plural cases, as in genitive plural 
flpy3iB/druziv. The alternation of velars with palatals encompasses more 
instances, namely: vocative singular in -e of masculine nouns: чоловис/ 
čolovik 'man', vocative singular чолов!че/соктсе; the present, imper-
ative and past participle passive in verbs of the first conjugational class: 
пекти/pekty 'to bake', печу/ресй (1 SG PRS), печи/ресу (2 SG IMP), 
пёчений/pećenyj (PAST PART PASS); and finally, before suffixes which 
begin in -(o)k, -(e)c', e and у (except the suffix -yn( ja ) to denote female 
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Table 17.3 Ukrainian alphabet 

Ukrainian Transliteration 

A а а 
Б б b 
В в v 
Г г h 
(Г Г g) 
Д д d 
Е е e 
е € je 
ж ж ž 
3 3 z 
и 
i 

и У 
i 

i 'i ji 
й й j 
к к k 
л л 1 
м м m 
H н n 
о о o 
п п P 
p P r 
с с s 
T T t 
У У u 
ф Ф f 
X X X 

ц Ц C 
ч ч č 
ш ш š 
щ Щ šč 
ю ю ju 
я я 

ь 
ja 

Table 17.4 Alternations from Common Slavonic palatalizations 

k c' č 
x : s' š 
h/g : z' ž 
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persons, of the type княгиня/knjahynja 'princess'), as in рука/гика 
'hand', diminutive ручка/гиска, affective рученька/гйсеп'ка. 

Other alternations of consonants (labials and dentals) of Common 
Slavonic origin historically originated in clusters of consonants followed by 
/. These alternations typically characterize verbs of the second conjugation 
when they occur in the first person singular present and the past participle 
passive, as shown in table 17.5. Examples are: молотити/molotyty 'to 
thresh', молочу/moloču (1 SG) молочений/то10сепу| (PAST PART 
PASS); любити/ljubyty 'to love', люблю/ljublju (1 SG), люблений/ 
ljublenyj (PAST PART PASS). 

Table 17.5 Alternations from Common Slavonic *j 

t : č d : 3 s : š z : ž labial : labial + Г 

Alternations of vowels going back to Common Slavonic and even Indo-
European times appear now unsystematically and only in a limited number 
of roots. They are typical relics. They are relatively better preserved in 
verbal roots where they may be utilized to mark aspectual changes. They 
are of three types (table 17.6). Examples are: пожерти/poźerty 'to 
devour (PRFV)', imperfective пожирати/poźyraty; замести/zamesty 'to 
sweep (PRFV)', imperfective 3aMiTaTH/zamitaty; допомогти/dopomohty 
'to help (PRFV)', imperfective допомагати/dopomahaty. Particularly 
eroded is the type о : a, limited to three verbal roots. 

Table 17.6 Vowel alternations inherited from Common Slavonic 

e (as a rule fugitive) у 
e : i 
о : a 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Common Slavonic 

There are no alternations of consonants that arose in Ukrainian after the 
completion of its formation as a separate language. 

A number of vowel alternations arose specifically in Ukrainian, but, as 
with those of Common Slavonic origin, motivation of the alternation and 
by the same token its productivity is lost in most instances. These 
alternations are the following: 

e, о : у громи/hrómy 'thunderstrokes', rpHMiTH/hrymity 'to thunder'; 
xpecT/xrest 'cross', христити/xrystyty 'to baptize' (about five roots 
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with active alternation); this alternation derives from the different 
developments of jers adjacent to liquids depending on stress and 
openness/closeness of the syllable. 

e : о after palatals: четвёртий/cetvertyj 'fourth', чотири/ćotyry 'four' 
(about nine roots with the active alternation, and also the suffix -ev-/-
ov- in adjectives). Originally, e was preserved before syllables with a 
front vowel, but after Old Ukrainian i and у merged as у this motivation 
was lost, as in шести/sesty 'six (GEN)', mócTHń/sóstyj 'sixth', from 
older šesti, šestb, respectively, now both with у in the next syllable. 

e, о : 0 (the so-called 'fugitive' or 'fleeting' vowels, with historically e from 
ь, о from ъ or ь), as in eiTep/viter 'wind', genitive singular впру/vitru. 
This alternation is totally unproductive even though it has been partly 
morphologized: for the most part e, о are typical of the nominative 
singular of masculine nouns, the genitive plural of feminine and neuter 
nouns, and the residual short forms of adjectives with the suffix -л-. 

The most widespread alternation of vowels is that of o, e : i (on its 
origin, see section 2.1), but its phonetic motivation has been lost entirely 
and the alternation has been morphologized. The main forms in which i 
occurs instead of o, e are: 

nominative singular of masculine nouns, versus oblique cases: лщ/lid 'ice', 
genitive singular льоду/ródu (but as a rule not in polnoglasie groups); 

nominative and instrumental singular of feminine nouns ending in a con-
sonant: шч/nič 'night', instrumental singular шччю/niččju, genitive 
singular H04i/noči; 

pre-suffixal syllables in feminine and neuter diminutives: cnpiTKa/syritka, 
diminutive of сирота/syrota 'orphan'; 

neuter nouns of the type Becumn/vesillja 'wedding', compare веселий/ 
veselyj 'joyful'; 

adjectives whose root ends in a consonant followed by a suffix beginning 
with a consonant: noTpi6HHń/potribnyj 'needed', compare потреба/ 
potreba 'need'; 

past tense masculine and past gerund of verbs with a stem in a consonant: 
Hic/nis 'carried (м), HicuiH/nissy 'having carried', compare нести/ 
nesty 'to carry'. 

Besides these cases there are many isolated instances of the alternation, 
so that there cannot be any absolute predictability in the choice between o, 
e on the one hand and i on the other. 

In summary, the alternations discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 are either 
merely traditional (not motivated synchronically) or partially motivated 
morphologically. Of phonetically conditioned vowel alternations in modern 
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standard Ukrainian there is only one, namely e, у : ye, conditioned by stress 
placement (section 2.1). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Nominals in modern standard Ukrainian are declined for case and number. 
There are two numbers, singular and plural. The dual was lost as a pro-
ductive category in the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries; individual case 
forms of the dual survive as irregularities in the plural, for example óni/ 
oči, plural of око/око 'eye', instead of the regular neuter plural in -a. The 
most important and consistent trace of the dual is found in the stress of the 
nominative of nouns with movable stress in sequences with the numerals '2' 
to '4'. While their normal stress in the nominative plural is word-final, in 
phrases with the above numerals stress is on the preceding syllable: 
брати/braty 'brothers', жшки/Япку 'women', but два брати/dva braty 
'two brothers', дв1 жшки/dvi žinky 'two women'. 

Ukrainian preserves the original set of cases: nominative, accusative, 
genitive, dative, instrumental and locative. In addition, the vocative is 
preserved even though the vocative singular in colloquial speech is occa-
sionally replaced by the nominative and in the plural the vocative has no 
forms of its own, except in the word naHoee/panove 'gentlemen' (nomin-
ative plural пани/рапу). 

There are three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter, in the singular; 
these genders are not distinguished in the plural. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The Common Slavonic distribution of nouns according to their (Indo-
European) stem, a system which started decaying in late Common 
Slavonic, lost its motivation completely in Old Ukrainian. A new basis for 
the distribution of declensional types was found in genders and, within a 
gender, in the types of endings. Modern standard Ukrainian has the follow-
ing fully fledged declensional types: masculine, feminine in a vowel, 
feminine in a consonant, neuter. Within each of these types (except the 
third) there is a division into the 'hard' and the 'soft' subtypes; their inter-
relation is manifest basically in the choice of the vowel in the endings. The 
set of correspondences between the two subtypes is the following: when the 
hard subtype has о or у the soft subtype substitutes e (in neuters also 'e) 
and i respectively. (But the opposite is not true: e and i do appear in the 
hard paradigm.) 

The basic declensional types are set out in table 17.7. The soft subtype is 
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Table 17.7 Declensional patterns of nouns 

(a) Feminine Feminine 
Masculine Neuter in vowel in consonant 
'kitchen garden' 'city' 'sister' 'night' 

Singular 
NOM 
voc 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 
Plural 
NOM/VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

город 
городе 
город 
города 
городов! 
городом 
ropófli 

городи 
городи 
ropóflie 
городам 
городами 
городах 

М1СТО 
мгсто 
MicTO 
м1ста 
м1сту 
M1CTOM 
MłcTi 

MicTa 
мюта 
MicT 
мкггам 
м1стами 
MicTax 

сестра 
сестро 
сестру 
сестрй 
сестр! 
сестрою 
сестр! 

сёстри 
сестёр 
сестёр 
сестрам 
сестрами 
сестрах 

Н1Ч 
ноче 
Hi4 
HÓ4i 
HÓ4i 
шччю 
HÓ4i 

HÓ4i 
HÓ4i 
ночей 
ночам 
ночами 
ночах 

(b) 
Masculine 
'kitchen garden' 

Neuter 
'city' 

Feminine 
in vowel 
'sister' 

Feminine 
in consonant 
'night' 

Singular 
NOM 
voc 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 
Plural 
NOM/VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

horód 
horóde 
horód 
horódu 
horodovi 
horódom 
horódi 

horódy 
horódy 
horodiv 
horódam 
horódamy 
horodax 

misto 
misto 
misto 
mista 
mistu 
mistom 
misti 

mista 
mista 
mist 
mistam 
mistamy 
mistax 

sestra 
sestro 
sestru 
sestry 
sestri 
sestróju 
sestri 

sestry 
sester 
sester 
sestram 
sestramy 
sestrax 

nič 
noče 
nič 
noči 
noči 
niččju 
noči 

noči 
noči 
nočej 
nočam 
nočamy 
nočax 

not represented in this table because, generally, it derives from the hard 
subtype by the above-mentioned substitutions; examples would be к н я з ь / 
knjaz' 'prince' for masculines, п о л е / p ó l e 'field' for neuters, буд !вля / 
budivlja 'edifice' for feminines in a vowel. 

This relatively simple structure of noun declension might be further 
simplified by regarding masculine and neuter as one paradigm, for they are 
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very close to each other. But on the other hand, it is complicated by the 
presence of desinential doublets in some instances and of some remnants of 
basically lost declensional types. 

Desinential doublets exist in the following instances. Among masculines 
in the nominative singular there are also nouns ending in -о, such as 
Пaвлó/Pavló 'Paul', Дншро/Отрго 'Dnieper'. In the vocative singular, 
some isolated masculine hard nouns take the ending -u: 6aTbKo/bat'ko 
'father', vocative батьку/bat'ku; син/syn 'son', vocative сину/synu. 
Neuters have no special vocative form. In masculine nouns of the soft 
subtype, the normal ending -e appears only after the suffix -(e)c'; other-
wise the ending -и is used: хлопець/х1орес' 'lad', vocative хлопче/ 
xlopce, but коваль/koval' 'smith', vocative ковалю/kovalju. 

The accusative singular in neuters is identical to the nominative. In 
masculines the basic factor is animacy versus inanimacy. Animate nouns 
take a form identical to the genitive. In the singular this is obligatory for 
nouns denoting persons and animals; in the plural the form of the nomin-
ative may still be used in the names of animals: бачив брата, коня, 
брат!в, коней (KOHi)/bačyv brata, konja, brativ, kónej (koni) 'he saw the 
brother, the horse, the brothers, the horses'. In the masculine singular the 
ending of the genitive singular may also be used, with a certain amount of 
affectivity, for names of well-shaped concrete objects other than persons 
and animals, as in послав листа/poslav lysta 'he sent a letter', дав 
карбованця/dav karbovancja 'he gave a rouble'. Here, then, the category 
of animacy tends to be broadened into that of being (well) shaped. In 
feminines and neuters the category of animacy applies only in the plural. 

In the genitive singular beside the ending -w the ending -a is also wide-
spread. The distinction between them is based partly on tradition but more 
often on semantic criteria. Generally, -a is taken by nouns which denote 
clearly outlined or shaped objects, including persons, while -u characterizes 
names of objects seen as collective, abstract, shapeless; this ending easily 
conveys also a partitive meaning. Examples are лист/lyst 'letter', genitive 
листа/lysta; брат/brat 'brother', genitive 6paTa/brata; but колектив/ 
kolektyv 'collective', genitive колектйву/kolektyvu; розум/гогит 
'mind', genitive розуму/rózumu. In neuters only the ending -a is used. In 
the dative singular masculine nouns have -o vi alongside -w. In neuters, only 
-u is used. 

In the locative singular (the locative is always used with a preposition), 
beside the ending -/ there are in the masculine and neuter the endings -u 
and -ovi. The choice among them is governed by both morphophonemic 
and semantic criteria. The ending -u is taken by those nouns that end in a 
suffixal velar, usually -к, as in ганок/ganok 'porch', locative ганку/ 
ganku, личко/1уско 'face', locative личку/1уски, versus око/око 'eye', 
locative oiji/oci (where к belongs to the root; velars before the locative 
ending -i' alternate with palatalized dentals: see section 2.2). The semantic 
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factor is visible in that nouns denoting persons may take the ending -ovi 
(transferred from the dative): селянин/seljanyn 'peasant', locative 
с е л я н и н о в ^ е У а п у ш т . Finally, masculine monosyllabic nouns with root 
stress in the singular oblique cases may take the ending -u but with stress 
on the ending in the locative, as in степ/step 'steppe', genitive степу/ 
stepu, locative степу/stepu. 

In the nominative and instrumental plural there are a few deviations 
from the general pattern due to the incorporation of isolated forms of the 
dual: in the nominative plural masculine Byca/vusa 'moustache' and 
pyKaea/rukava 'sleeves', in the neuter nouns óni/óci 'eyes', Byiui/vusi 
(also eyxa/vuxa) 'ears' and mieni/pleči 'shoulders', and in the instru-
mental plural OHHMa/osyma, вушима/vusyma, but also грошима/ 
hrosyma 'money'. 

In the two feminine declensions there are very few doublet endings. Of 
greater significance is only the competition between the endings -ej and -iv 
in the genitive plural of the consonantal declension (п0дорож/р<х1огсгё 
'trip', genitive plural подорожей/рс^огойе] or подорож1в/р<х1огой™; 
the standard language gives clear priority to -ej) and the transfer of the 
ending -ej from the consonantal declension to several nouns of other 
declensional types such as feminines свиня/svynja 'pig', MHina/mySa 
'mouse', Boma/vosa 'louse', стаття/stattja 'article', genitive plural 
свиней/svynej, мишей/mySej, BÓiueń/vosej, CTaT(T)eń/stat(t)ej; 
masculines кшь/kin' 'horse', петь/hist' 'guest', genitive plural коней/ 
kónej, гостей /hostej; and neuters око /око 'eye', плече/pleče 
'shoulder', genitive plural очей/očej, плешей/plečej. 

The present-day noun declension of Ukrainian is the result of many 
mergers of Old Ukrainian declensional types inherited from Common 
Slavonic. Common Slavonic o-, jo- and «-stems supplied most endings in 
the Modern Ukrainian masculine and neuter declension; a- and ja-stems 
were most substantial in the shaping of the Modern Ukrainian feminine 
vocalic declension, while i-stems and consonant stems were decisive in the 
formation of the feminine consonantal declension. Most nouns are now 
declined according to these productive types. 

There are, however, a few noun declensional types which so far have not 
been engulfed by the productive types. They survive in a limited number of 
nouns, as words of long-lasting tradition, as a rule. Genetically, these types 
go back to various consonant stems: /-stems (which is the only type that 
may still absorb newly arising nouns, albeit rarely), л-stems and r-stems. 
Nowadays, the main characteristic of these declensional types is that they 
take in the oblique cases an 'insertion' (-at-, -en-, -er-) between the root 
(stem) and the ending: fliena/divča 'girl', genitive fliBHara/divcaty (t-
stem) iM'A/imja 'name', genitive mem/imeni (but usually pronounced as 
if imeny) (n-stem), мати/maty 'mother', genitive MaTepi/materi (r-
stem). Nowadays r-stems are limited to the one noun just quoted; only t-
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stems are a relatively open group, owing to their semantic unity: as a rule 
they denote young or small beings. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The inflectional endings of some pronouns are like those of nouns, of 
others like those of adjectives, but with some peculiarities, the crucial ones 
being suppletion of the root in some pronouns and in some the use in 
certain cases of peculiar case forms. For the forms, see table 17.8, noting 
that adjective-based patterns which have a plural do not differ in their 
declension from adjectives (table 17.9), and that the reflexive pronoun 
c e 6 e / s e b e is declined like т и / t y , apart from the lack of a nominative. 

Suppletion takes place in the personal pronouns of the first person 
singular (я / ja (NOM); м е н е / т е п е (ACC-GEN), м е ш / т е т (DAT-LOC); 
м н о ю / m n ó j u (INST)), of the second person singular ( т и / t y (NOM); т е б е / 
tebe (ACC-GEN); To6i / tobi (DAT-LOC), т о б б ю / t o b ó j u (INST)), of the 
first person plural ( м и / m y (NOM); HAC/nas (ACC-GEN-LOC), н а м / п а т 
(DAT), н а м и / п а т у (INST)), of the third person (nominative в ш / v i n (M), 
BOHA/vona (F), в о н б / v o n o (N); oblique cases with the stem /-, in the 
instrumental and after prepositions n- or AI'-, as in ń o r ó / j o h ó (ACC-GEN-
M-N) but д о H b ó r o / d o n 'oho Чо him'), and in two interrogative pronouns 
XTo/xto (NOM) 'who', oblique stem k - ; щ о / š č o (NOM-ACC) 'what', 
oblique stem č-) . 

The peculiar pronominal endings, that is, those that do not occur in the 
declension of nouns and adjectives, are those in the personal pronouns 
mentioned above (-e in accusative-genitive м е н е / т е п е , т е б ё / t e b e and -s 
in accusative-genitive-locative Hac/nas, Bac/vas) and the following in 
demonstrative pronouns: -oj, -ej , in the nominative-accusative singular 
masculine ( т о й / t o j 'that', цей /ce j 'this'), - i j e j i in the genitive singular 
feminine (Tiei/tijeji, ijiei/cijeji) and - i j e ju in the instrumental singular 
feminine (Tieio/tijeju, щею/c i jćju) . In many pronouns the root consists of 
only one consonant, which is not typical of nouns and adjectives. 

Clitic forms of personal and anaphoric pronouns, which were used in 
Old and Middle Ukrainian and are still current in south-western dialects 
(such as accusative mja, tja, sja, ho, dative my, ty, sy, mu), have been lost in 
standard Ukrainian. The reflexive clitic sja (after vowels and sonants 
optionally s') has become a verbal postfix (that is, an element inseparable 
from the verb and occurring after all other endings). It is placed after 
verbal endings, with the final consonant of which it merges by assimilation: 
CMiemcfl/smijessja 'you laugh', pronounced -[s':a], CMieTbCH/smijet'sja 
'he laughs', pronounced -[c':a]. 

A n accentual peculiarity of pronouns in their disyllabic forms is that 
after governing prepositions the stress is retracted by one syllable: м е н е 
/ m e n e , к о г о / k o h ó , but д о м е н е / d o mene, д о KÓro/do kóho; contrast 
trisyllabic ijiei/cijeji, д о i j i e i /do cijeji. This stress shift does not occur if 



Table 17.8 Declensional patterns of pronouns 

(a) Noun-based patterns Adjective-based patterns Gender-free 
T 'thou' 'we' 'he, she, it' 'that' 'who' 'what' 

M/N F M/N F 

NOM Я ти ми вш/воно вона той/те та хто що 
ACC мене тебе нас його ii = N O M / G E N ту кого чого 
GEN мене тебе нас його ii того Tiei кого чого 
DAT мен! тоб! нам йому 1Й тому тш кому чому 
INST мною тобою нами ним нею ТИМ Т1€Ю КИМ чим 
LOC мен! тоб! нас ньому/шм нш TÓMy/TiM ТШ KÓMy/KlM чомуЛпм 

(b) Noun-based patterns 
T 'thou' 

Adjective-based patterns 
'we' 'he, she, it' 'that' 

M/N F M/N 

Gender-free 
'who' 'what' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ja 
mene 
mene 
meni 
mnóju 
meni 

ty . 
tebe 
tebe 
tobi 
tobóju 
tobi 

my 
nas 
nas 
nam 
namy 
nas 

vin/vono 
johó 
johó 
jomu 
nym 
n'ómu/nim 

vona 
jiji 
jiji 
jij 
neju 
nij 

ta toj/te 
= NOM/GEN tu 
toho 
tomu 
tym 
tomu/tim 

tijeji 
tij, 
tijeju 
tij 

xto 
kohó 
kohó 
komu 
kym 

ščo 
ščo 
čoho 
čomu 
čym 

komu/kim čomu/čim 
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the preposition governs the following noun: contrast до нього/do n'oho 
but до його дому/do johó domu Чо his house'. 

Indefinite and negative pronouns are formed by adding a pre- or post-
positive particle to an interrogative pronoun. Thus, on the basis of XTo/xto 
'who', we have абихто/аЬухЮ 'whoever', будьхто/bud'xtc) or хто-
будь/xto-bud' 'anybody', дехто/dexto 'someone', хтось/xtos' 'someone 
(unidentified or irrelevant)', HixTo/nixto 'nobody'. In prepositional 
phrases with the negative pronouns the preposition is usually placed im-
mediately after the particle, cutting the word in two: Hi на кого/ni na kotf 
ho 'onto nobody'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Of the two Common Slavonic adjectival paradigms, short (like nouns) and 
long (like pronouns), Ukrainian has preserved the long forms; see table 
17.9. Short forms exist only residually and only in the nominative singular 
masculine. Such short forms are obligatory in possessive adjectives 
(батыав fliM/bat'kiv dim 'father's house', сестрин д1м/8е81гуп dim 
'sister's house'); in recent years there has appeared a tendency to use the 
long form, батьковий AiM/bat1cóvyj dim, although this is considered 
non-standard. The choice of form is optional in кожний/койпу)', кожен/ 
kožen 'each' and, though with the short form only in predicative function, 
in up to a dozen or so adjectives including the following: вартий/vartyj or 
варт/vart 'worth', винний/vynnyj or винен/vynen 'guilty', згодний/ 
zhódnyj or згоден/zhóden 'agreeing', ладний/ladnyj or ладен/laden 
'apt, ready', певний/pevnyj or пёвен/peven 'sure', повинний/povynnyj 

Table 17.9 Adjective declension 

(a) Singular Plural 
Masculine Neuter Feminine 

NOM новий нове нова нов! 
ACC = NOM/GEN нове нову = NOM/GEN 
GEN НОВОГО НОВО! НОВИХ 
DAT н о в о м у НОв1й НОВИМ 
INST НОВЙМ НОВ0Ю новйми 
LOC HOBÓMy/HOBlM НОВ1Й новйх 

(b) Singular Plural 
Masculine Neuter Feminine 

NOM novyj nove nova novi 
ACC = NOM/GEN nove novu = NOM/GEN 
GEN novoho novoj i novyx 
DAT novomu novij novym 
INST novym novoj u novy my 
LOC novomu/novim novij novyx 
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or повинен/povynen 'most'. Even in these adjectives ail forms but the 
nominative singular masculine follow the regular adjectival declension. The 
present-day adjectival declension has undergone many simplifications. 
Genders are no longer distinguished in the plural. The stress undergoes no 
shifts. There are no doublet endings, except for the two options in the loca-
tive singular masculine-neuter. There is no soft subtype: stems ending in 
palatalized consonants take the same endings as those ending in non-
palatalized consonants. 

Participles (the widely used past participles passive in -nyj and -tyj and 
the extremely rare present participles active in -cyj) decline following the 
pattern of adjectives. 

Beside the normal adjectival forms of the nominative-accusative 
feminine, neuter and plural there are, in poetic language only, the so-called 
'non-contracted' forms: новая/novaja, новую/novuju, новее/noveje, 
нови/noviji. The term is misleading. Actually, they are petrified forms of 
the full long-form adjectives before these underwent truncation under the 
influence of the pronominal declension, with its monosyllabic endings. 
Historically, thus, there were three stages in the development of Ukrainian 
adjectival declension. Exemplified by the form of the nominative singular 
feminine they were: (1) noun-like nova; (2) pronominalized by addition of 
the Common Slavonic pronoun ja 'she' into novaja\ (3) truncated to nova 
with a monosyllabic ending as in pronouns of the type ta 'that', formally 
identical with the oldest of the three forms. 

Ukrainian adjectives, wherever their semantics allows, may have 
comparative and superlative degrees. The comparative degree is usually 
formed by the suffixes -š- and -iš-: молодйй/molodyj 'young', com-
parative мол0дший/то1<х1§у)' or молод1ший/тоихН§у(. The suffix -š- is 
non-productive and is used with a fixed set of about twenty-five adjectives. 
It entails some consonant alternations: h ox z plus š gives ič, as in 
дорогий/dorohyj 'dear', comparative дорожчий^огойсу)', вузький/ 
vuz'kyj 'narrow', comparative вужчий/\пдйсу]; s plus š gives šč, as in 
високий/vysokyj 'tall', comparative BHiijHń/vysćyj; after z the suffix 
changes into č, as in дужий/duźyj 'strong', comparative fljOK4Hń/duźćyj; 
the suffix - ( o ) k (see the forms just given for 'tall') and the consonant h 
after another consonant are lost before the suffix -š-, as in довгий/dovhyj 
'long', comparative flOBiimfl/dovsyj. 

The suffix -iš- entails no phonetic changes. It is productive and subject 
to no limitations, except that it is not applied to adjectives with the suffix 
-s' k-, to participles and to some adjectives with affective suffixes. 

The superlative is derived from the comparative by adding the prefix 
naj-: BHUjHń/vyścyj 'taller', HaftBHiijMft/najvyscyj 'tallest'. 

Alongside these synthetic forms, but much less frequently used, there 
are analytical comparative and superlative forms, the basic form of the 
adjective preceded by the word 6bibin(e)/birš(e) 'more' for the com-
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parative and Haii6uibm(e)/najbil/š(e) 'most* for the superlative. Typically, 
these constructions are used in chains of comparatives or superlatives and 
in the opposition MeHiii(e)/menš(e) 'less', б1льш(е)/ЫГ§(е) 'more', but 
also occasionally in competition with the synthetic forms. There are a few 
suppletive comparatives: малий/malyj 'small', comparative менший/ 
mensyj; великий/velykyj 'big', comparative бшьший/ЫГЗу]; поганий/ 
pohanyj 'bad', comparative ripmHń/hirsyj; добрий/dóbryj and 
гарний/harnyj 'good', comparative кращий/krascyj. All comparatives 
and superlatives decline like other adjectives and stand in agreement with 
their nouns. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives follow the same pattern in forming 
degrees of comparison: TÓHKo/tonko 'thinly', comparative TOHiiie/tónSe. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
All numerals decline, except masculine-neuter niBTOpa/pivtora, feminine 
швтори/pivtory 'one and a half', but their declension types are varied. 

'One', masculine один/odyn, feminine одна/odna, neuter одне/odne 
(less commonly однб/odnó) declines like the pronoun той/toj 'that' (see 
table 17.8). In the function of an indefinite article один/odyn is also used 
in the plural, as it is with pluralia tantum as in одн! гpaблl/odni hrabli 
'one rake'. 

The numerals '2' (masculine-neuter два/dva, feminine flBi/dvi), '3' 
(три/try), '4' (чотири/ćotyry) have a declension of their own (see table 
17.11). 

The numerals п'ять/pjat' '5' to BiciMflecHT/visimdesjat '80' (as well as 
the regional, South-western Ukrainian дев'ятдесят/deyjatdesjat '90'), 
with the exception of cópoK/sórok '40', decline in two ways, either on the 
pattern of чотири/ćotyry or, maintaining this pattern only in the instru-
mental, they have the ending -y in all other oblique cases. 

The numerals cópoK/sórok '40', дев'янбсто/deyjanósto '90' and 
CTo/sto 'hundred' have the ending -a in all oblique cases except the 
accusative: genitive-dative-instrumental-locative сорока/soroka, 
дев'яноста/deyjanósta, ста/sta (though also instrumental стома/ 
stoma). In the higher hundreds, both parts of the numeral are declined, 
with the following oblique plural forms of the second part: genitive -сот/ 
-sot, dative -CTaM/-stam, instrumental -CTaMH/-stamy, locative -стах/ 
-stax. 

The numerals тисяча/tysjaća 'thousand' and above follow the declen-
sion of nouns with the same ending (тисяча/tysjaća like круча/кгйса 
'precipice'). 

In a broad historical overview Ukrainian numerals preserved their ability 
to decline with just one exception, but regrouped fairly radically the types 
of declension inherited from Common Slavonic. On the syntax of quanti-
fiers, see section 4.10. 
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Table 17.10 Numerals 

Cardinal Ordinal 

1 о д й н / o d y n п е р ш и й / p e r ś y j 
2 д в а / d v a д р у г и й / d r u h y j 
3 т р и / t r y TpeTiń/ tret i j 
4 ч о т й р и / ć o t y r y ч е т в ё р т о й / c e t v e r t y j 
5 п ' я т ь / p j a t ' п 'ятий/p ja ty j 
6 u i i cTb/ š i s t ' u iócTHń/Sóstyj 
7 c i M / s i m c b O M i i ń / s ' ó m y j 
8 e i c i M / v i s i m B Ó C b M H ń / v ó s ' m y j 
9 д ё в ' я т ь / d e v j a t ' д е в ' я т и й / d e v j a t y j 

10 д е с я т ь / d e s j a t ' д е с я т и й / d e s j a t y j 
11 о д и н а д ц я т ь / o d y n a d c j a t ' о д и н а д ц я т и й / o d y n a d c j a t y j 
12 д в а н а д ц я т ь / d v a n a d c j a t ' д в а н а д ц я т и й / d v a n a d c j a t y j 
13 т р и н а д ц я т ь / t i y n a d c j a t ' т р и н а д ц я т и й / t r y n a d ę j a t y j 
14 ч о т и р н а д ц я т ь / ć o t y r n a d c j a t ' ч о т и р н а д ц я т и й / ć o t y r n a d ę j a t y j 
15 п ' я т н а д ц я т ь / p j a t n a d c j a t ' п 'ятнадцятий/p ja tnadc ja ty j 
16 ш г с т н а д ц я т ь / š i s t n a d c j a t ' m i c T H ^ i ^ T H ń / ś i s t n a d c j a t y j 
17 c i M H a A i ^ T b / s i m n a d c j a t ' c iMHaf lUf lTHń/s imnadc ja ty j 
18 BiciMHaAUflTb /visimnadcjat' B i c i M H ^ ^ T H f t / v i s i m n a d c j a t y j 
19 д е в ' я т н а д ц я т ь / d e v j a t n a d c j a t ' д е в ' т н а д ц я т и й / d e v j a t n a d c j a t y j 
2 0 д в а д ц я т ь / d v a d c j a t ' д в а д ц я т и й / d v a d c j a t y j 
3 0 т р й д ц я т ь / t r y d c j a t ' т р и д ц я т и й / t r y a d c j a t y j 
4 0 c ó p O K / s ó r o k c o p o K Ó B H ń / s o r o k o v y j 
5 0 п 'ятдесят /p ja tdes ja t п 'ятдесятий/p ja tdes ja ty j 
6 0 u i i c T f l e c i T / s i s t d e s j a t u i i c T f l e c i T H ń / s i s t d e s j a t y j 
7 0 ciMflecAT/simdesjat c iMflec iTHń/s imdesjatyj 
8 0 Bic iMAecf lT/v is imdes ja t B ic iMf lec iTHft /v i s imdes ja ty j 
9 0 fleB^HÓCTo/deyjanosto д е в ' я н о с т и й / d e y j a n ó s t y j 

1 0 0 с т о / s t o с о т и й / s ó t y j 
2 0 0 fleicTi/dvisti flBOCÓTHń/dvosotyj 
3 0 0 т р п с т а / t r y s t a т р и с о т и й / t r y s ó t y j 
4 0 0 ч о т й р и с т а / ć o t y r y s t a noTHpHCÓTHń/ćo ty rysó ty j 
5 0 0 п ' я т с о т / p j a t s ó t п ' я т и с о т и й / p j a t y s ó t y j 
6 0 0 u i icTCÓT/ś is tsot u iecTHCÓTHń/śes tyso ty j 
7 0 0 c iMCÓT/s imsot с е м и с о т о й / s e m y s ó t y j 
8 0 0 BiciMCOT/visimsot в о с ь м и с о т о й / v o s ' m y s ó t y j 
9 0 0 д е в ' я т с о т / d e Y j a t s ó t д е в я т и с о т о й / d e y j a t y s ó t y j 
1 , 0 0 0 т й с я ч а / t y s j a ć a т й с я ч н и й / t y s j a ć n y j 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 м ш ь й о н / т П j o n M u i b ń Ó H H H ń / m i l ' j ó n n y j 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 м ш ь я р д / т П ' j a r d M u i b i p f l H H ń / m i l ' j a r d n y j 
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Table 17.11 Declension of numerals 

(a) ' t w o ' ' t h r e e ' ' f o u r ' ' f i ve ' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

два (F ABi) 
= N O M / G E N 
ДВОХ 
ДВОМ 
двома 
ДВОХ 

три 
= N O M / G E N 
трьох 
трьом 
трьома 
трьох 

чотири 
= N O M / G E N 
чотирьох 
чотирьом 
чотирма 
чотирьох 

п ять 
= N O M / G E N 
п'ятьох ~ п'яти 
п'ятьом ~ п'ятй 
п'ятьма 
п'ятьох ~ п'яти 

(Ь) ' t w o ' ' t h r e e ' ' f o u r ' ' f i ve ' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

d v a (F d v i ) 
= N O M / G E N 
d v o x 
d v o m 
d v o m a 
d v o x 

t ry 
= N O M / G E N 
t r ' o x 
t r ' o m 
t r ' o m a 
t r ' o x 

č o t y r y 
= N O M / G E N 
č o t y r ' o x 
c o t y r ' o m 
c o t y r m a 
č o t y r ' o x 

pjat' 
= N O M / G E N 
p j a t ' o x ~ p j a t y 
p j a t ' o m ~ p j a t y 
p j a t ' m a 
p j a t ' o x ~ p j a t y 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Ukrainian verbs in their finite forms inflect for person, number, tense and 
mood. However, in the past tense and the conditional, verbs do not inflect 
for person, but do inflect for gender in the singular. In addition, each verb 
belongs to an aspect, but the change of aspect does not proceed by inflec-
tion (see below). There are three moods, the indicative, the imperative and 
the conditional. In one of them, the indicative, three tenses are distin-
guished, not counting the optional pluperfect; the present, the past and the 
future (verbs of perfective aspect have a syncretic present-future form), as 
in читае/cytaje 'read (3 SG PRS)', читав/cytav (м PAST), читатиме/ 
cytatyme (3 SG FUT), читав би/cytav by (M COND), читай/ćytaj (2 SG 
IMP). Two numbers (singular and plural) are distinguished in all moods and 
tenses, and within each number three persons (except in the past tense of 
the indicative and in the conditional). The three persons are: the first, that 
of the speaker; the second, that of the addressee; and the third, that of the 
non-speaker and non-addressee, as in the present-tense forms читаю/ 
cytaju (1 SG), читаеш/cytajeś (2 SG), читае/cytąje (3 SG). Yet the imper-
ative only has three person-number forms as in читай/cytaj (2 SG), 
читаймо/cytajmo (1 PL), читайте/cytajte (2 PL). The verb бути/buty 
Чо be' has one form for all persons and numbers in the present, e / je 
(which may be extended to есть/jest'). The past indicative and the con-
ditional have no personal forms, instead, as mentioned above, they inflect 
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for gender in the singular, as in past читав/cytav (м), читала/ćytala (F), 
читало/cytalo (N) and the corresponding conditional forms (читав би/ 
cytav by, читала 6/čytala b, читало 6/čytalo b) and pluperfect forms 
(читав 6yB/čytav buv, читала була/cytala bula, читало було/cytalo 
bulo). 

The Common Slavonic system of past tenses (the aorist, imperfect and 
perfect) underwent a thorough revamping in Old Ukrainian. The perfect 
lost its auxiliary verb Чо be', giving rise to the modern past tense, and the 
aorist and imperfect were lost entirely. The chronology of these changes is 
difficult to pin down (it was different in different regions), but it is safe to 
assume that in the Central Ukrainian area the imperfect was lost at the 
latest in the twelfth century, the aorist in the fourteenth century and the use 
of the auxiliary verb in the perfect by the seventeenth century. 

Of non-finite forms the Ukrainian verb has the (atemporal) infinitive 
читати/cytaty), the uninflected gerund (with two forms, traditionally 
called present and past, respectively читаючи/cytajucy and читавши/ 
cytavsy), the declined past participle passive (читаний/cytanyj) and the 
rarely used and bookish present participle active (читаючий/cytajucyj). 
Actually, tense in the gerund is relative to the time reference of the finite 
verb in the sentence. The so-called present gerund, but also the past gerund 
of imperfective verbs, usually expresses simultaneity, as in читаючи 
(читавши) листа BiH плакав/cytajućy (cytavsy) lysta, vin plakav 'while 
he was reading the letter he cried', whereas the so-called past gerund of 
perfective verbs expresses an action which precedes that of the finite verb 
of the sentence, as in прошитавши листа, BiH заплакав/procytavsy 
lysta, vin zaplakav 'after having read the letter he cried'. 

Voice in the Ukrainian verb hardly exists as a fully fledged grammatical 
category. One may only speak of an opposition of verbs with the postfix 
-sja versus verbs without it. One of the functions of this postfix is to build 
passive forms: фабрика виробляе комп'ютери/fabryka vyrobljaje 
kompjutery 'the factory produces computers', комп'ютери 
виробляються фабрикою/kompjutery vyrobljajut'sja fabrykoju 'com-
puters are being produced by the factory' (usually with imperfective verbs; 
the passive with perfective verbs is formed with the past participle passive: 
комп'ютери вироблеш фабрикою/kompjutery vyrobleni fabrykoju 
'computers have been produced by the factory', but such constructions are 
very bookish and atypical of the spoken language). Yet passivization is by 
no means the only function of the postfix -sja (see section 4.8); the only 
common feature in the uses of the postfix -sja is that they exclude a direct 
object, but even this restriction is nowadays not quite absolute, as shown by 
phrases like дивитися телебачення/dyvytysja telebačennja 'to watch 
television'. 

The category omnipresent in all verbal forms, both finite and non-finite, 
is aspect. Change of aspect is effected by derivational suffixes or prefixes, 
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never by inflections, the latter being shared by both aspects. With a given 
root there can be two or three levels in aspect formation. The basic form is 
prefixless and suffixless, or prefixless but having a suffix -a-, -y- or -i- (if 
the root is adjectival also -ли-), such as нести/nesty 'carry', pi3aTM/rizaty 
'cut', ходити/xodyty 'go', тремтгги/tremtity 'tremble', киснути/ 
kysnuty 'go sour'. Such verbs are usually imperfective, but a small group of 
them are perfective, such as дати/daty 'give', cicra/sisty 'sit down'. 
Second-level verbs, which are all perfective, are formed from those of the 
first level by adding a prefix or by replacing a suffix, namely using -nu-
instead of -a- or -/- (such as торкати/torkaty, perfective торкнути/ 
torknuty 'touch', CBHCTiTH/svystity, perfective свиснути/svysnuty 
'whistle'), less frequently -y- instead of -a- (such as KiHnaTH/kincaty, 
perfective кшчити/kincyty 'finish'). The prefixes used to form second-
level verbs are twofold. Some change only the aspect, such as робити/ 
robyty, perfective зробити/zrobyty 'do'; other prefixes both change the 
aspect and introduce semantic changes, such as знати/znaty 'know 
(IMPFV)', тзнати/piznaty 'learn (PRFV)'. In the second case one and the 
same first-level verb may, and in most cases does, take various prefixes for 
various new (additional) meanings, as in тзнати/piznaty 'learn', 
3i3HaTH/ziznaty 'testify', визнати/vyznaty 'admit'. It is these semantically 
modified verbs which need a new, third level, an imperfective aspect which 
would preserve the shade of meaning developed on the second level but 
cancel its perfectivity. The third-level verbs are formed with the suffixes -a-
(after a vowel -va-) or -uva-, as in тзнати/piznaty, imperfective 
шзнавати/piznavaty, засшвати/zaspivaty 'start singing', imperfective 
заствувати/zaspivuvaty. 

In addition, there are mono-aspectual verbs used only in the imper-
fective aspect (such as коштуBaTH/kóśtuvaty 'cost') or only in the per-
fective aspect (such as збагнути/zbahnuty 'grasp'); finally, there are a few 
bi-aspectual verbs with identical imperfective and perfective forms, such as 
вел!ти^е1ку 'order', общяти/obicjaty 'promise'. The number of mono-
and, especially, bi-aspectual verbs has tended to decrease with the develop-
ment of the language, so that in the above examples вел1ти^е1ку and 
общяти/obicjaty are more and more often assigned imperfective aspect 
only while the forms звел!ти^е1ку and пообщяти/poobicjaty have, in 
recent decades, have been derived as corresponding perfectives. On the 
other hand, the number of bi-aspectual verbs is constantly replenished in 
newly borrowed foreign words, such as фшансувати/finansuvaty 
'finance', until they have developed prefixed perfective verbs, as with 
арештувати/areStuvaty 'arrest', bi-aspectual and, newer, perfective 
3aapeuiTyBaTH/zaareštuvaty, thus relegating the basic form to imperfec-
tive aspect (which, in turn, can be made unambiguous by forming a third-
level imperfective: 3aapeiiiTC)ByBaTH/zaareśtóvuvaty, the newest form). 

An additional means of changing verbal aspect is vowel alternation in 
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the root, namely e (fugitive): y, as in умерти/umerty 'die (PRFV)', imper-
fective умирати/umyraty; e (non-fugitive) : /, as in замести/zamesty 
'sweep (PRFV)', imperfective замггати/zamitaty; and о : a, as in 
перемогти/peremohty 'conquer (PRFV)', imperfective перемагати/ 
peremahaty. Stress shift is also occasionally used as a means of changing 
aspect, as in розсипати/rozsypaty 'spill (PRFV)', imperfective 
розсипати/rozsypaty, although the present stems differ in terms of suffi-
xation, respectively (third person singular) розсипле/rozsyple and 
po3CHnae/rozsypaje. These devices are marginal, occasionally redundant; 
the root vowel alternations are unproductive and used in a limited number 
of roots (see section 2.3 above). 

The most common nuances in meaning introduced by prefixes in per-
fective (perfectivized) verbs are the following: 

beginning of an action, with the prefixes za- or po- (говорити/hovoryty 
'talk', заговорити/zahovoryty 'begin talking'); 

limitation of an action in time, 'from . . . to . . . ' , typically with po- or pro-
(сидгги/sydity 'sit', nocHAiTH/posydity 'sit for a while'); 

exhaustion of an action by reaching the maximum result, with the prefixes 
za- and vy- (кусати/kusaty 'bite', закусати/zakusaty 'bite all over, 
bite to death'); 

saturation of the action, with the prefix na- (наговорити/nahovoryty 'tell 
as much as possible'); 

distribution in time or space, with the prefix po- (розставляти/ 
rozstavljaty 'place', порозставляти/porozstavljaty 'place here and 
there'); 

intensive and lasting action, with the doubled prefix po-po- (працювати/ 
pracjuvaty 'work', попопрацювати/popopracjuvaty 'work hard and 
long'). 

In the nineteenth century use was still made of frequentative forms of 
verbs with the suffix -va- (жити/źyty 'live', frequentative живати/й)гаиу) 
and with the prefixes po- and pro- and secondary imperfectivization 
(ходити/xodyty 'go', frequentative пoxoджaти/poxodžaty). The former 
type of verb is now completely out of use, the latter is rare. Frequentativity 
as a morphological category has been virtually lost in Ukrainian. 

In up to twenty verbs of motion there are two forms. The basic form 
refers to a one-time action and/or action in one direction (нести/nesty 
'carry', летгги/Ыку 'fly'), the secondary form denotes repetition of action 
and/or indefiniteness of direction (носити/nosyty, л1тати/НЙ1у). This 
opposition occurs in verbs of high frequency and is therefore well rooted in 
the language, but it is totally unproductive and does not apply to neo-
logisms. 
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3.2.2 Conjugation 
With the exception of three verbs, дати/daty 'give', 'icra/jisty 'eat' and 
-eicTH/-visty (as in onoeicTH/opovisty 'tell') which have a conjugation 
apart (see table 17.12), the set of verbal endings is uniform for all verbs, 
with the sole exception of the third person singular. In the present tense 
they are: -и (1 SG), -š (2 SG), -mo (1 PL), -te (2 PL), -/ ' (3 PL). In the third 
person singular some verbs have a zero ending, while others have -t'. The 
vowel before the endings (used in all persons except the first person 
singular) is -e- (in the third person plural, -u-) in some verbs but -y- (third 
person plural -a-) in others. It is the у /a verbs that take the above-
mentioned ending in the third person singular (see table 17.12). In the 
vernacular, particularly in the eastern Ukraine, however, the third person 
singular of y/a verbs preserves the ending -(y)t' only under stress; if 
unstressed it is replaced by -e: кричить/krycyt' 'shout' versus HÓce/nose 
(standard носить/nósyt') 'carry'. 

The y/a verbs have alternation of consonants in the first person singular: 
t: č, d : dž, s : š, and z : ž, as in молочу/moloču 'thresh (1 SG)', compare 
мол0тиш/то1с*у8 (2 SG). If the stem ends in a labial it takes l' in both 
first person singular and third person plural, as in люблю/ljublju 'love (1 
SG)', люблять/ljubljat' (3 PL), compare любиш/1]йЬу§ (2 SG). 

The system of endings in the past tense is even simpler than that of the 
present tense. There are only four endings: masculine -v, feminine -la, 

Table 17.12 Present tense 

(a) e/u verbs y/a verbs Irregular verbs 
'carry' 'shout' 'give' 'eat' 

1 SG несу кричу дам IM 
2 SG н е с е т кричйш дасй *icń 
3 SG несе кричйть дасть ють 
1 PL несемо кричимо дамо IMÓ 
2 PL несете кричите даете юте 
3 PL несуть кричать дадуть щять 

(b) e/u verbs у/a verbs Irregular verbs 
'carry' 'shout' 'give' 'eat' 

1 SG nesii kryću dam jim 
2 SG neseš kryčyš dasy jisy 
3 SG nese kryćyt' dast' jist' 
1 PL nesemó kryćymó damo jimó 
2 PL nesete kryćyte daste jiste 
3 PL nesut' kryćat' dadut' jidjat' 
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neuter -lo and plural -ly: кричав/krycav, кричала/кгуса1а, кричало/ 
krycalo, кричали/krycaly 'shout'. Two rules are to be added dealing with 
consonant clusters. If the verb stem ends in -t- or -d-, these consonants are 
lost before all past-tense endings: мету/metu 'I sweep', past Mie/miv, 
мела/те1а. If the stem ends in some other consonant the ending -v is lost 
in the masculine: повзу/povzu 'I creep', past повз/povz, but повзла/ 
povzla; трясу/tijasu 'I shake', past тряс/tijas, but трясла/tijasla. 

Some verbal categories are expressed analytically based on the above 
forms. The pluperfect (which actually expresses an action frustrated by the 
following one, as in BiH niiuÓB був, але поверну вся/vin pišov buv, ale 
povernuvsja 'he had gone, but then came back', and is anyway used option-
ally) is formed by the past tense of the lexical verb and the same past-tense 
form of the verb бути/buty 'be', as in niniÓB був/pišov buv, т ш л а 
була/pišla bula. The hnperfectiye future tense has two forms: either the 
conjugated auxiliary verb буду/budu '(I) shall be' plus the infinitive of the 
lexical verb, as in буду просити/budu prosyty 'I shall ask', or the infini-
tive of the lexical verb followed by the otherwise no longer used auxiliary 
of the e/u type in the present tense, mu (spelled as one word with the 
lexical verb), as in проситиму/prosytymu 'I shall ask', проситимеш/ 
prosytymes 'you will ask'. The conditional is based morphologically on the 
past tense by adding the particle би/by (б/b after a vowel): просив би/ 
prosyv by, просила б/prosyla b 'would ask'. 

The only synthetic form of the finite verb beside the present tense with 
its own set of endings is the imperative with its three persons, second singu-
lar, first plural and second plural. The basic set of imperative endings is -y 
(2 SG), -im (1 PL), -it' (2 PL), added to the present-tense stem as found, for 
instance, in the second person singular; thus from нес-ёш/nes-eš 'you 
carry' the imperative forms are: неси/nesy, HeciM/nesim, неспъ/nesit'. 
However, the ending -y in the second person singular is lost if stress does 
not fall on it (with the exception of certain stem-final consonant clusters, 
illustrated below, and when stress is transferred onto the prefix vy-, as in 
винеси/vynesy 'carry out'). In such cases word-final dentals capable of 
palatalization do so: кинь/куп' 'throw', сядь/sjad' 'sit down'. The plural 
imperatives of such verbs are formed by adding the endings -mo, -te to the 
singular forms: киньмо/куп'то, киньте/куп 'te. Hence the second set of 
endings, with an agglutinative plural: - ' , - 'mo, - ' te. The first set is also used 
even though unstressed if the stem ends in a consonant plus r, I, m, n, as in 
стукни/stukny 'knock', CTyKHiM/stuknim, стукнпъ/stuknit'. If the verb 
root contains no vowel and ends in -j, the vowel у is inserted into the root: 
б'еш/bješ 'you beat', imperative бий/byj. 

Of the non-finite forms, the infinitive uniformly has the ending -ty, 
before which root-final t and d change into s: кладе/kladć 'he puts', 
infinitive класти/klasty, мете/mete 'he sweeps', infinitive мести/mesty; 
č and ž before the infinitive ending -ty are replaced by Л and A respectively: 
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печё/ресё 'he bakes', infinitive пекти/pekty, може/тсгёе 'he can', 
infinitive могти/mohty. In non-standard Eastern Ukrainian and as a 
poetic licence, -ty may be replaced by -t' after a vowel. 

The present gerund ends uniformly in -čy. Before this ending the vowel 
is that of the third person plural present, namely мог A; but in actual 
speech there is a strong tendency to replace the unstressed a in the gerund 
by u: пишуть/pysut' 'they write', gerund пишучи/pysucy, бачать/ 
bačat' 'they see', gerund бачачи/Ьасасу, actually more often бачучи/ 
bacucy. The past gerund ends in -sy, with the masculine past-tense form 
used as a stem: брав/brav 'take (PAST)', gerund бравши/bravsy, Hic/nis 
'carry (PAST)', gerund mciim/nisSy. 

Participles have adjectival endings (see section 3.1.4). In the past par-
ticiple passive there are two suffixes, -n- and -t-, as in cbiHHń/sijanyj 
'sown', шитий/sytyj 'sewn'. The suffix -t- is used after suffixless stems 
ending in -y-, -i-, -u-, -r-and -л-(the latter alternating with a nasal consonant, 
and deriving from Common Slavonic ę): митий/mytyj 'washed', грггий/ 
hrityj 'warmed', дутий/dutyj 'blown', дёртий/dertyj 'torn', жатий/źatyj 
'reaped' (compare жну/žnu 'I reap'). After the suffix -n(u)- the choice 
between -n- and -t- is free: кинути/kynuty 'to throw', past participle 
passive кинутий/kynutyj, кинений/kynenyj. There are a few other cases 
of vacillation, such as молбти/molóty 'to grind', past participle passive 
мблотий/mólotyj, мёлений/melenyj. 

As a rule the Ukrainian verb has two stems, one in the present tense 
(and the forms based on it: imperative and present gerund) and the other 
which is found in the past tense, the infinitive, the past gerund and the past 
participle passive. Traditionally, they are called the present stem and the 
infinitive stem. The two stems are represented below by the infinitive and 
by the third person singular present. In some verbs the two stems are iden-
tical, for example нес-ти/nes-ty, нес-ё/nes-e 'carry', греб-ти/hreb-ty, 
греб-ё/hreb-e 'row', but this is exceptional. The present stem always ends 
in a consonant, the infinitive stem may end in a consonant but typically 
ends in a vowel (see examples below). Because of this, infinitive stems 
ending in a vowel either undergo truncation of their final vowel or add a 
consonant, typically j, when converted to present stems. 

Truncation takes place mainly in the y/a conjugation with the suffixes 
-y-, -i- and -a-, as in носи-ти/nosy-ty, нос-ить/nós-yt' 'carry', блища-
TH/blyšča-ty, блищ-ить/Ыувс-у^ 'shine', ropi-TM/hori-ty, гор-ить/Ьог-
yt' 'burn'. In some cases this same procedure is followed in the case of the 
suffix -a- in the e/u conjugation, as in жда-ти/źda-ty, 
жд-e/žd-e 'wait', ссати/ssa-ty, cc-e/ss-e 'suck'. 

The opposite procedure, namely preserving the vowel of the infinitive 
and inserting j in the present stem, is seen in such verbs as вити/vy-ty, 
вие/vyj-e 'howl'; it is also applied in many verbs with the suffix -a-, such 
as хапати/хара-ty, xanae/xapaj-e 'catch', racara/hasa-ty, гасае/ 
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hasaj-e 'run about'. Some verbs with infinitive stems in -a- have doublets, 
one with truncation, one with insertion, of y, as in дихати/dyxa-ty, дихае/ 
dyxaj-e or дише/dys-e 'breathe', колихати/kolyxa-ty, колихае/ 
kolyxaj-e or колише/ко1у§-е 'rock', and there are rather many cases of 
vacillation. In the case of verbs with the suffix -(u)va- in the infinitive stem 
both techniques are applied in the same verbs: -a- is dropped and j 
inserted, as in купувати/kupuva-ty, купуе/kupuj-e 'buy', давати/dava-
ty, дае/daj-ć 'give'. 

Besides these basic procedures in deriving one verbal stem from the 
other there are several less widespread and more irregular supplemental 
changes such as alternation of consonants (as in стригти/stryh-ty, 
стриже/stryź-e 'cut (hair)', кликати/klyka-ty, кличе/к1ус-е 'call'), 
alternation of vowels with 0 (as in мерти/тег-ty, Mpe/mr-e 'die') and 
many more in individual verbs with some odd alternations (for instance, 
alternation of a vowel with a nasal consonant, as in дути/du-ty, дме/dm-e 
'blow'), which in some cases go so far and are so irregular and so isolated 
that one may be tempted to speak of suppletion (as in гнати/Ьпа-ty, 
женё/žen-e 'drive', cicra/sis-ty, сяде/sjad-e 'sit down'). 

For a comparison between Common Slavonic and Ukrainian present 
and infinitive stems, see table 17.13. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The derivation of nouns typically operates with suffixes. Prefixes most 
frequently are transferred from verbs from which the noun is derived, as in 
Bń6ip/vybir 'choice', from вибирати/vybyraty 'choose'. The most 
important noun prefixes proper are: 

pa- with feminines ending in a consonant to show collectivity, as in 
памолодь/pamolod' 'undergrowth'; 

pra- to show remoteness in time, great age, as in прабатько/ргаЫй'ко 
'forefather'; 

uz- shows adjacency, neighbourhood, as in узлюся/иг^з'а 'edge of 
forest'. 

The most productive suffixes are: 

to denote a man by his activity or profession: -пук (робггник/гоЬкпук 
'worker'), -ас (читач/су^с 'reader'), -ar (друкар/drukar 'printer'), 
-ec' (виборець/vyborec' 'voter'), -ist (a western European borrowing, 
yKpaimcT/ukrajinist 'Ukrainianist'); 

to denote a man by his features: -ak (дивак/dyvak 'crank'), -ec' 
(мудрёць/mudrec' 'wise man'); 
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Table 17.13 Correspondences between Old Church Slavonic and 
Ukrainian verb classes 

Old Church Slavonic Ukrainian Gloss 
Present Infinitive Present Infinitive 

nesetb nesti 
vedetb vesti 
idetb iti 
jedetb jexati 
grebetb greti 
pečetb pesti 
пасьпеГь naćęti 
шьгеГь mreti 
stanetb stati 
beretb bbrati 
zovetb zbvati 
minetb minę>ti 
čujetb čuti 
kryjetb kryti 
bijetb biti 
boijetb brati 
meljetb mleti 
igrajetb igrati 
umejetb umčti 
kažetb kazati 
imetb ęti 

darujetb darovati 
sejetb sejati 
molitb moliti 
xoditb xoditi 
velitb veleti 
ležitb ležati 
sbpitb sbpati 

несё/nese нести/nesty 'carry' 
веде/vede вести/vesty 'lead' 
jfle/ide mi/ i ty 'go' 
ще/jide ixaTH/jixaty 'travel' 
rpeóe/hrebe гребти/hrebty 'row' 
пече/ресё пектй/pekty 'bake' 
поч не/počne почати/poćaty 'begin' 
мрё/mre мерти/merty 'die' 
стане/stane стати/stóty 'stand' 
6epe/bere брэти/braty 'take' 
3Be/zve звэти/zvaty 'call' 
минё/шупе минути/mynuty 'pass' 
чуе/čuje чути/ćuty 'hear' 
крис/kryje крити/kryty 'cover' 
6'e/bje бити/byty 'beat' 
6ópe/bóre борбти/boróty 'fight' 
мёле/mele молоти/molóty 'grind' 
Hrpae/ihraje irpaTH/ihraty 'play' 
у Mie/umije умп-и/итку 'be able' 
каже/кайе казэти/kazaty 'say' 
(при)йме/ 

(pry)jme (npnńH)HTH/(pryjn)jaty 'accept' 
даруе/daruje дарувати/daruvaty 'donate' 
cie/sije ciHTH/sijaty 'sow' 
McumTb/molyt' молйти/molyty 'pray' 
xoflHTb/xodyt' ходйти/xodyty 'go' 
велйть/velyt' велгги/velity 'order' 
лежйть/leźyt' лежати/leżaty 'lie' 
спить/spyt' спати/spaty 'sleep' 

to denote a man by his origin: -anyn (киянин/kyjanyn 'inhabitant of 
Kiev'), -ее' (чужинець/сийупес' 'stranger'); 

to denote a woman by her occupation or profession: -k-a 
(перекладачка/perekladačka 'translator', учителька/ucytel 'ka 
'teacher'), (переможниця/регетойпуф 'victor'); 

to denote tools: -al-o/-yl-o, -ylk-a/-ilk-a (точило/toćylo 'whetstone', 
conuiKa/sopilka 'pipe') and also those suffixes that also denote men by 
their activity (л1чильник/1юуГпук 'meter', вимикач/vymykac 
'switch'). 

Ukrainian makes broad use of the category of collectivity. The most 
widespread suffix for persons is -stv-o (селянство/seljanstvo 'peasantry') 
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and for non-persons the emotionally neutral type are neuters in -ja 
preceded (except in the case of labials and r) by a long consonant (зшля/ 
zillja 'herbs', тр 'я /p i i j a 'feathers'). The suffixes -v-a and -nj-a combine 
the meaning of collectivity with a pejorative nuance (мишва/mysva 
'mice', босячня/bosjačnja 'vagabonds'). The broad use of collective 
nouns is balanced by the possibility of deriving singulatives from them. The 
most typical singulative suffix is -yn (which in masculines is used only in 
the singular and dropped in the plural): селянин/seljanyn (plural 
селяни/seljany) 'peasant', зернина/zernyna '(one) grain'. 

Nouns that denote processes and actions most often use the following 
suffixes: 0 in masculines and (with the feminine inflection -a) in feminines 
(запит/zapyt 'question', OHcma/onova 'renovation') and especially 
-ennj-a or -uvannj-a, both neuter (дихання/dyxannja 'breathing', 
групування/hrupuvannja 'grouping'). The most typical suffix to denote 
qualities is -ist', feminine (McmoflicTb/molodist' 'youth'). 

A typical feature of Ukrainian is its wide use of affective suffixes. Some 
of them are predominantly pejorative and/or augmentative, others, more 
frequently used, are endearing and/or diminutive (бабище/ЬаЬу§се 'big 
and unpleasant woman', ручка/шска 'nice little hand' and, with redupli-
cation of the same suffix, ручечка/шсеска). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives may be derived by means of suffixes from nouns, adverbs, verbs 
and other adjectives. 

The main types of adjectival derivation from nouns are: 

with possessive meaning (always referring to one person as possessor) with 
the suffixes -iv (alternating with -ov- when followed by a vowel) and -yn 
(čaTbKie/bat'kiv 'father's', сестрин/sestryn 'sister's'); 

relational, with the suffixes -n-, -ov/ev-, -s'к-, -'ac- (державний/ 
deržavnyj 'concerning the state', 'n^HeBHń/tyźnevyj 'weekly', 
господарський/hospodars'kyj 'concerning the economy', свинячий/ 
svynjacyj 'concerning pigs'); 

referring to material composition, with the suffixes -n- or -ov/ev-
(зал1зний/га11гпу] 'of iron', nanepÓBHń/paperovyj 'of paper'); 

pointing to similarity, with the suffixes -ast-, -yst-, -uvat- (кулястий/ 
kuljastyj 'similar to a ball', драглистий/drahlystyj 'similar to head-
cheese', вовкуватий/vovkuvatyj 'behaving like a wolf'). Similarity can 
also be conveyed by compound adjectives with the second component 
-под!бний/-рос11Ьпу)', less frequently -видний/- \^пу] 
(naByKonoAi6HHń/pavukopodibnyj 'similar to a spider'). 

The main types of adjectival derivation from verbs include those with 
the suffixes -al'n- (with the meaning of property or peculiarity: 
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BiAnoBiA^bHHfi/vidpovidarnyj 'responsible'), -uc- and -use- (with the 
meaning of a prominent feature: балакучий/Ьа1акйсу] 'talkative'), -lyv-
and -k- (with the meaning of a disposition towards or an ability to perform 
an action: зрадливий/zradlyvyj 'treacherous', липкий/lypkyj 'sticky'), 
-enn- or -ann- (with the meaning of feasibility: здшснённий/zdijsnennyj 
'feasible'), -č- (with the meaning of a relation: виборчий/vyborcyj 
'electoral'). 

Adjectives are occasionally derived from adverbs, by means of the suffix 
-n'- or -šn'-: Topk/torik 'last year', adjective Topiiumfi/torišnij, вчора/ 
včora 'yesterday', adjective вчорашнш/včorašnij. 

The derivation of adjectives from adjectives usually marks gradation in 
the presence and/or intensity of a feature and introduces a certain affec-
tivity. The weakening or incompleteness of a feature if shown by the 
suffixes -av- or av- ^OBTaBHń/źovtavyj 'yellowish'), while intensi-
fication of a feature is expressed by the suffixes, -enn-, -ann-, -ezn-, -'ašč-
(здоровённий/zdorovennyj 'quite big', старёзний/stareznyj 'very old', 
добрящий/^оЬц'авсу] 'very good'). The suffix -isin'k- is specialized in 
the meaning of an undiluted manifestation of a feature (биисшький/ 
bilisin'kyj 'absolutely white'), as opposed to -esen'k- (and -en'k-), in 
which affectivity is predominant (багатесенький/bahatesen'kyj or 
багатенький/bahaten'kyj, roughly 'nicely rich'). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
The most important device in the derivation of verbs is prefixation. The 
primary meaning of verbal prefixes is spatial; on this primary meaning are 
then deposited secondary meanings of a more abstract character. To limit 
the discussion to one example, roz- has as its basic meaning motion in 
various directions (розбцтися/rozbihtysja 'scatter by running'), from 
which the meaning of comprehensiveness of an action developed 
(posicnaTHCH/rozispatysja 'sleep one's fill'), on the one hand, and, on the 
other, that of losing ability to do something (розучитися/rozućytysja 
'unlearn, forget how to'). The number of verbal prefixes hardly exceeds 
fifteen; therefore nearly every one of them covers a large range of mean-
ings, sometimes mutually exclusive. Only zne- is devoid of spatial meaning: 
it shows the loss of a feature expressed in the root (знесшпти/znesylity 
'lose strength, grow weak'). 

Verbal suffixes are few and mostly their function is to oppose transitivity 
to intransitivity or perfectivity to imperfectivity: бшити/bilyty 'make 
white', биити/bility 'be white'; кшчати/kincaty (IMPFV), КШЧИТИ/ 
kincyty (PRFV) 'finish'. Simultaneously, they serve to derive a verb from a 
noun or adjective. As a result, their main function (if there is one) is often 
blurred. The most productive among them are -uva- (in alternation with 
-u- and -ova-), which is productive in the adaptation of foreign verbs 
(телефонувати/telefonuvaty 'make a telephone call'), and -n/nu- in its 
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double function: to show the transition into a state (if the basic word is an 
adjective: слший/slipjj 'blind', слшнути/slipnuty 'go blind') and to 
perfectivize an imperfective verb, usually with a shade of meaning of 
rapidity (стукати/stukaty (IMPFV), стукнути/stuknuty (PRFV 'knock'). 
The nuance of rapidity and intensivity is particularly emphasized if -nu- is 
replaced by -onu-. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Word order in a Ukrainian sentence can be standard (unmarked, basic) or 
deviating (marked). Within standard word order there are cases of obli-
gatory (fixed) word order as opposed to non-obligatory ones. Obligatory 
word order encompasses the following cases: 

Prepositions are placed before the noun phrase (except a few prepo-
sitions, usually longer than disyllabic and developing from adverbs, which 
also admit postposition): на стол!/па stoli 'on (the) table', на 
письмовому стол!/па pys'movomu stoli 'on (the) writing table', but 
заради нього/zarady n'oho or його заради/johó zarady 'for his sake'. 

Coordinating conjunctions are placed between the elements they link, 
subordinating conjunctions at the beginning of the subordinate clause: 
вулищ й майдани/vulyci j majdany 'streets and squares', не прийшов 
через те, що захворш/ne pryjšov čerez te, ščo zaxvoriv or через те, 
що захворш, не прийшов/čerez te, ščo zaxvoriv, ne pryjsov 'he did not 
come because he had fallen sick'. 

Particles (as a rule, clitics) also have a fixed place. Some of them are 
placed clause-initially, such as (He)xań/(ne)xaj 'let', чи/су 'if, whether', 
while others, such as же/že 'indeed', are placed after the first phrase of the 
clause: хай BiH прийде/xaj vin pryjde 'let him come', BiH же знав це/ 
vin že znav ce 'he certainly knew that'. If же/že appears in addition to 
another clitic particle, it is же/йе which comes first (usually in exclamatory 
sentences): щи ж бо/idy ž bo 'now then go'. As can be seen from the 
above, fixed word order prevails in the case of syntactic words only. 

Standard word order is regulated by the following rules: 

The subject precedes the verb. 
The verb precedes its object(s), with the dative or instrumental object 

preceding the accusative: дав йому слово/dav j omu slovo '(he) gave 
him the floor (literally: word)'. 

The attributive adjective precedes its head noun. 
The adnominal genitive follows its head noun. 
An adverb derived from an adjective precedes the word it modifies; an 

adverb of other origin follows the word it modifies: BiH приязно 
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дивився/vin pryjazno dyvyvsja 'he looked in a friendly manner', but 
BiH дивився вперёд/vin dyvyvsja vpered 'he looked forward'. 

However, statistically, sentences with consistent standard word order by 
no means prevail. Much more often one phrase (or more) is displaced for 
the reason of emphasis, either to make its contextual ties more obvious 
(topicalization) or to make it prominent logically and/or emotionally 
(focus). Every shift from the standard word order emphasizes the shifted 
phrase, especially if placing it in the first or last place in the sentence. 
Promoting a phrase to initial position leads to what may be called impulsive 
word order as if stressing the impulse which prompted the speaker to utter 
the sentence. Pushing a word or phrase into sentence-final position creates 
an enhanced tension in the listener due to the postponement in revealing 
that word or phrase: cumulative word order. 

It is because of such departures from standard word order that one can 
hardly expect too many sentences in which all components are unshifted 
from their standard position. Shifts in word order make sense against the 
background of the standard word order; if such a standard were lost 
entirely the shifts would have no effect. Paradoxically as it may sound, the 
standard word order is omnipresent, but more through departures from it 
than through straight adherence to it. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogative sentences are marked first of all by interrogative intonation (a 
sharp rise over the last word of the sentence or over any word that is 
supposed to be the nucleus of the addressee's answer). In addition, they 
may have interrogative particles (чи/су for a simple question, xi6a/xiba or 
невжё/nevže with a shade of doubt or surprise) or an interrogative 
pronoun or adverb (such as xTo/xto 'who', де/de 'where') which are 
placed at the beginning of the sentence, except that in questions with an 
alternative чи/су is placed between the two (or more) alternatives among 
which the addressee is supposed to select: чи ти там був?/су ty tam buv? 
'were you there?' ти був у театр1 чи в музе1?Лу buv u teatri čy v 
muzeji? 'were you at the theatre or in the museum?'. In either case, with or 
without a particle (or interrogative pronoun or adverb), the speaker may 
also change the word order, placing the predicate or the central word of the 
interrogative sentence at the beginning, but this shift is by no means obli-
gatory. Hence the three possibilities are: чи ти там був?/су ty tam buv?, 
ти був там?Лу buv tam?, був ти TaM?/buv ty tam (or, with a different 
central word: там ти 6ye?/tam ty buv?). The third type is the least 
frequent. The interrogative intonation usually becomes less p r o m i n e n t 
when the interrogative particle (or pronoun or adverb) is present. 

Indirect questions have only one of the above possibilities, being intro-
duced by чи/су or an interrogative pronoun or adverb: я спитав, чи BiH 
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там був/ja spytav, čy vin tam buv 'I asked if he was there', я спитав, де 
BiH був/ja spytav, de vin buv 'I asked where he was'. 

The possible types of answers to a yes-no question are threefold: (a) the 
word такЛак 'yes' or Hi/ni 'no'; (b) repetition of the central phrase or one 
of the alternatives; (c) combining (a) and (b). Thus, to the question чи ти 
був там?/су ty buv tam? 'were you there?' an affirmative answer may be 
такЛак, or був/buv, or так, був/tak, buv. To questions with inter-
rogative pronouns or adverbs the answer would be the phrase substituting 
for and having the same syntactic function as that interrogative: де ти 
6yB?/de ty buv? 'where were you?', answer: у TeaTpi/u teatri. 

In answering negative questions, such as чи ти не був там?/су ty ne 
buv tam? 'weren't you there?', the answer так implies agreement with the 
corresponding positive proposition, that is 'no, I wasn't there', while Hi/ni 
implies disagreement with this proposition, that is 'yes, I was there'. 

Commands usually have no subject expressed and their verb tends to 
stand in initial position: щи CK)Ań!/idy sjudy! 'come here!' The same 
applies to negative commands; their peculiarity is that typically the verb in 
them is used in the imperfective aspect; contrast скажи йому правду!/ 
skažy jomu pravdu! 'tell him the truth!' and не кажи йому правди!/пе 
kažy jomu pravdy! 'don't tell him the truth!' If a subject pronoun is inserted 
into the imperative construction, usually enclitic to the verb, the sentence 
may acquire the character of advice rather than a command. The use of 
perfective aspect in negative commands adduces the meaning of a warning. 

Since the imperative does not have third-person forms, commands 
addressed to a third person use the indicative preceded by the particle 
(He)xań/(ne)xaj 'let': нехай BIH прийде!/пехгц vin pryjde! 'let him 
come!' The basic meaning of such constructions is, however, not a 
command in the strict sense, but rather a wish. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The most typical copular verbs are бути/buty 'be', лишитися/lysytysja, 
(з)ocтaтиcя/(z)ostatysja 'remain', стати/staty, зробитися/zrobytysja, 
опинитися/opynytysja 'become', зватися/zvatysja, називатися/ 
nazyvatysja 'be called'. The verb бути/buty as copula is normally replaced 
by zero in the present tense: BiH вщомий науковець/vin vidomyj 
naukovec' 'he is a renowned scholar'; potentially, there may appear in such 
cases a specific intonation: a sharp rise in pitch followed by a pause in the 
place where the copula would stand. If the predicate proper is a noun 
phrase, then between it and the preceding noun phrase the neuter demon-
strative pronoun то/to 'that' or це/се 'this' may be inserted: роман це 
лггературний жанр/готап се literaturnyj žanr 'the novel is a literary 
genre'. (Note that in other functions the neuter of 'that' is Te/te, not т о / 
to; this shows that one is dealing here with a mere indication of predi-
cativity.) The presence of the indicator то/to or це/се often emphasizes 
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completeness in the identification of the subject with the predicate noun 
phrase. 

The predicate noun phrase stands in the nominative or the instrumental 
or takes the preposition 3a/za plus the accusative: BiH був пастух, 
пастухом, за пастуха/vin buv pastux, pastuxom, za pastuxa 'he was a 
shepherd'. The main factor in this choice is the copula itself. With the 
copulas опинитися/opynytysja 'become', здаватися/zdavatysja 'seem' 
the instrumental is nearly obligatory. With стати/staty, зробитися/ 
zrobytysja, лишитися/lySytysja, (Ha)3BaTi^/(na)zvatysja the instru-
mental is predominant but the nominative can occur. With the copula 
бути/buty in forms other than the present tense the choice is very much 
free, though the instrumental is more frequent. In the present tense, with 
the zero form of the copula, the nominative is normal; if the copula e / je is 
used, the decisive factor is word order: if the predicate noun phrase stands 
before the subject it tends to be in the instrumental, otherwise the nomin-
ative prevails. Examples are: BiH здаеться меш зрадником (INST)/vin 
zdajet'sja meni zradnykom (INST) 'he seems to me a traitor', BiH став 
зрадником (INST)/vin stav zradnykom (INST) 'he became a traitor', BiH 
був зрадник (NOM), зрадником (INST)/vin buv zradnyk (NOM), 
zradnykom (INST) 'he was a traitor', BIH зрадник (NOM), BIH e зрадник 
(NOM), зрадником (INST)/vin zradnyk (NOM), vin je zradnyk (NOM), 
zradnykom 'he is a traitor'. 

The accusative with 3a/za differs semantically. It conveys the meaning 
of substitution, not of complete identity: BiH мен! був за брата/vin meni 
buv za brata 'he was like a brother to me'. 

If the predicate is an adjective the nominative is more typical than the 
instrumental, except with the copulas здаватися/zdavatysja 'seem', 
вважатися/waźatysja 'be reputed', уявлятися/ujavljatysja 'appear': 
MicTO здаеться мертвим (INST)/misto zdajet'sja mertvym (INST) 'the 
city seems dead'. If the copula is zero the nominative is the only form used: 
BiH уже здоровий (NOM)/vin uže zdorovyj (NOM) 'he is already healthy'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Coordination in a sentence in most cases encompasses morphologically 
identical elements (such as adverbs: тут i там/tut i tam 'here and there'), 
but this is not obligatory. The decisive factor is the identity of syntactic 
function, which in most cases is revealed by the identity of the interrogative 
pronoun or adverb to which the two (or more) coordinated elements would 
be an answer, as in дома i в niKĆuii/dóma i v školi 'home and in school', 
where an adverb and a prepositional phrase function as coordinated, the 
corresponding question being fle?/de? 'where?' In the case of adjectives, a 
would-be coordinated chain is actually present under the condition of 
semantic homogeneity; compare 6bii, блакитш, зелёш будинки/bili, 
blakytni, zeleni budynky 'white, blue, green houses', a coordinated chain 
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based on the feature of colour, with BHCÓKi 6uii житлов! будинки/ 
vysoki bili žytlovi budynky 'high white residential houses', a chain in which 
each adjective refers not directly to the noun but rather to the following 
noun phrase as a whole. Schematically, the two cases may be presented as 
follows: 6uii будинки + блакитш будинки + зелёш будинки/bili 
budynky + blakytni budynky + zeleni budynky, versus BHCÓKi + 6uii 
житлов! будинки, 6uii + житлов! будинки, житлов! + будинки/ 
vysoki + bili žytlovi budynky, bili + žytlovi budynky, žytlovi -h budynky. 

Coordinated chains may be signalled by parallel intonation alone. In 
addition, and more explicitly, they are signalled as such by the presence of 
one or more conjunctions as coordinators. These conjunctions are three-
fold: copulative, disjunctive or adversative. Typical copulative conjunctions 
are i / i (after a vowel also й/j), Ta/ta 'and', in negative sentences (а)ш/ 
(a)ni 'nor'; disjunctive conjunctions are або/аЬо, чи/су 'or', то/to 'now'; 
adversative conjunctions are алё (ж)/а1ё (ž), протё/prote, Ta/ta 'but': 
люди i тварини/ljudy i tvaryny 'men and animals', люди або 
тварини/ljudy abó tvaryny 'people or animals', розумний, але 
недотёпний/rozumnyj, ale nedotepnyj 'intelligent but awkward'. 

Adversative conjunctions do not admit of more than two-member 
chains; the same is true, with rare exceptions, of the copulative Ta/ta. 
Other conjunctions introduce open chains. In such series if there are in fact 
two members the conjunction may be placed between them or before each 
of them: люди i тварини/ljudy i tvaryny or i люди i тварини/i ljudy i 
tvaryny. Double conjunction is obligatory in the case of то/to: то люди, 
то тварини/to ljudy, to tvaryny 'now people, now animals'. In chains 
which contain more than two elements the conjunction may be placed 
either only before the last element (which implies closing of the chain): 
люди, тварини, комахи i 6aKTepii/ljudy, tvaryny, komaxy i bakteriji 
'people, animals, insects and bacteria', or before each member of the chain, 
or the elements may be grouped in pairs: люди i тварини, комахи i 
6aKTepii/ljudy i tvaryny, komaxy i bakteriji. 

If members of a coordinated chain are nouns in the nominative singular 
the predicate (verbal or adjectival) may be in the singular or plural. The 
plural is typically chosen if the predicate is placed after the subject; if it is 
placed before the predicate, in non-formal speech the singular is more 
frequent while in formal or written usage the plural is preferred: жшка й 
чоловж плакали/йпка j čolovik plakaly 'the woman and the man cried', 
плакала ~ плакали жшка й чоловис/plakala - plakaly žinka j 
čolovik. The same tendency in agreement (or lack of agreement) is mani-
fested if in such conjoined nominative cases the non-initial noun phrase (or 
phrases) is placed in the instrumental preceded by the preposition з /z 
'with', the so-called comitative construction: жшка з чоловжом 
шткали/žinka z čolovikom plakaly, with verb-subject order плакала ~ 
плакали жшка з чоловЬсом/plakala ~ plakaly žinka z čolovikom. 
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Such comitative constructions are limited to nouns which denote living 
beings or personified notions. In these constructions, the noun phrase in 
the nominative is understood as the main actor while that in the instru-
mental is secondary, an accessory. If the main actor corresponds to a 
pronoun, that pronoun is used in the plural even though it denotes a single 
person, as in ми з ним шшли геть/my z nym pisly het' 'he and I (liter-
ally: we with him) went away', вони з ним гишли геть/vony z nym pisly 
'het' 'he (or she) and he (literally: they with him) went away'. 

4.5 Subordination 
The main means of subordination is the use of conjunctions, although 
asyndeton (the mere juxtaposition of clauses) is by no means rare. Of the 
rather numerous subordinating conjunctions the most frequent are the 
following: 

objective (noun clause): що/ščo 'that', also шби/niby (after verbs of 
speech, with the nuance of uncertainty or mistrust), чи/су 'if, whether' 
(and other interrogative pronouns and adverbs); 

relative: який/jakyj 'who, which', що/ščo 'that'; 
of place: де/de 'where', куди/kudy 'whither', звщки/zvidky/ 'whence'; 
of time: коли/koly 'when', як/jak 'as', поки/póky 'while', як тшьки/ 

jak til'ky 'as soon as'; 
causal: 6o/bo 'for', тому що/tomu ščo 'because'; 
of purpose: щоб/ščob 'in order that'; 
conditional: якби/jakby, flKUjo/jakščo 'if'; 
of manner and comparative: як/jak 'as', наче/пасе, шби/niby, 

(He)MÓB/(ne)mov 'as if'; 
consecutive: так що/tak ščo, (що) axc/(ščo) až 'so that'; 
concessive: хоч/хос, дарма що/darma ščo 'although'; 
explanatory: To/to, тббто/tóbto, сёбто/sebto 'that is'. 

Most subordinating conjunctions admit (some even require, especially if 
the main clause comes first) a demonstrative pronoun in the main clause, 
such as той/toj 'that' in its various forms, тэк/tak 'thus', т о д ! / ^ 1 'then', 
whose function is to point to the subordinate clause to follow: людина, 
що знае правду/ljudyna, ščo znaje pravdu or та людина, що знае 
правду/ta ljudyna, ščo znaje pravdu 'the (that) man who knows the truth'. In 
recent decades, the habit of placing the word факт/fakt 'fact' after той/ 
toj has spread in objective clauses, possibly in imitation of the correspond-
ing English construction: ус!м вщомо те/usim vidomo te or yciM 
вщомий той факт, що «Гамлета» написав Шекспф/usim vidomyj 
toj fakt, ščo "Hamleta" napysav Šekspir 'everyone knows that Hamlet was 
written by Shakespeare'. In the case of causal тому що/tomu ščo and 
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consecutive так що/tak ščo, the first element, now an integral part of the 
subordinating conjunction in the subordinate clause, is etymologically just 
such a demonstrative. Concessive хоч/хос, less often дарма що/darma 
ščo, when in a subordinate clause before the main clause takes as its 
(optional) counterpart in the main clause алё/а1е 'but', and not a demon-
strative: хоч щё CHir, (алё) надвор1 тёпло/хос ide snih, (ale) nadvori 
teplo 'although it is snowing, (yet) it is warm outside'. A few conjunctions 
do not allow an antecedent counterpart in the main clause: objective н1би/ 
niby, temporal як тшьки/jak til'ky, causal 6o/bo, consecutive аж/ай and 
all the explanatory conjunctions. 

The relative position of the two clauses, main and subordinate, is inter-
changeable in most types of composite sentences, even though in some 
types the subordinate clause tends to precede (temporal clauses) and in 
other types it tends to follow (objective clauses, causal clauses with тому 
що/tomu ščo). Placing the subordinate clause after the main clause is obli-
gatory in the case of temporal clauses with the conjunction аж/až, causal 
clauses with the conjunction 6o/bo, consecutive and explanatory clauses. 
Finally, relative clauses must stand after the noun to which they refer. 

In Ukrainian, it is not possible to extract interrogative and relative 
pronouns out of finite subordinate clauses, to give literal translations of 
English sentences like who do you think that I saw? or the man that I think 
that you saw. 

Subordinate clauses of time, sometimes with additional nuances of 
cause, condition, concession or consequence may be replaced by gerundial 
constructions, provided the two clauses have the same subject, as in 
утомився 6iraBiiiM/utomyvsja bihavšy 'he got tired while running (or: 
because he had been running)'. 

Perfective verbs have gerunds in -sy, imperfective ones in both -šy and 
-čy: Ao6iriim/dobihšy 'having run to', 6iraK>4H/bihajučy, бравши/ 
bihavšy 'running'. As a rule, gerunds of perfective aspect refer to the 
preceding action, as in доб!гши, BiH ynae/dobihšy, vin upav 'having run 
up, he fell', in which he first reached his goal, then fell down; occasionally, 
if such a gerund is placed after the main clause, it denotes a subsequent 
action, as in вона сщае, витягнувши нбги/vona sidaje, vytjahnuvšy 
nóhy 'she sits down and stretches her legs'. Gerunds of imperfective aspect, 
both those in -cy and those in -šy, as a rule refer to simultaneous actions or 
conditions, as in сидячи, вона витягае ноги/sydjacy, vona vytjahaje 
nóhy 'while sitting she stretches her legs'. The imperfective gerunds in -šy 
are more typical if the verb in the main clause is imperfective and in the 
past tense, but the present gerund is also possible here (сид1вши ~ 
сидячи, вона витягала H0rn/sydivšy - sydjacy, vona vytjahala nóhy 
'while sitting she stretched her legs'). The stronger the subsidiary nuances 
of cause, concession and so on, the weaker the temporal identity of the 
gerund, which then tends to become an adverb. 
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Subordinate clauses of purpose with the conjunction щоб/ščob 'in 
order that' and its synonyms usually have the verb in the infinitive if their 
subject is identical with that of the main clause, as in пршхав, щоб 
оглянути MicTo/pryjixav, ščob ohljanuty misto 'he came in order to look 
around the city'. In such constructions the conjunction is optional, though 
statistically constructions with щоб/ščob prevail. The щоб/ščob construc-
tion is, however, inadmissible with modal verbs such as могти/mohty 'be 
able', xoTiTH/xotity 'want', MyciTH/musity 'must', дозволяти/dozvoljaty 
'permit', наказувати/nakazuvaty 'order' in the main clause, and these 
require a following plain infinitive. 

In addition to such cases, the infinitive is also used as a subject (сшвати 
- високе мистецтво/spivaty - vysoke mystectvo 'singing is a high art') 
and as an expression of a wish or order (iTH швидко!/ку švydko! 'go 
quickly!'). The use of the infinitive with nouns to denote their function is 
obsolete (казан варити кул!ш/кагап varyty kulis 'cauldron to cook 
kulish (a kind of soup)'). 

4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by putting the particle не/пе before the 
predicate: BiH був там/vin buv tam 'he was there', BiH не був там/vin 
ne buv tam 'he was not there'. Constituent negation, if it does not refer to 
a pronoun, is expressed by putting не/пе before the negated constituent: 
бачив комед1ю в TeaTpi/bacyv komediju v teatri 'he saw the comedy in 
the theater', бачив не комед1ю в театру, a Tparefliio)/bačyv ne 
komediju v teatri(, a trahediju) 'he didn't see the comedy in the theatre(, 
but the tragedy)', бачив комед1ю не в театр1(, а в телебаченш)/ 
bačyv komediju ne v teatri(, a v telebačenni) 'he didn't see the comedy in 
the theatre(, but on television)'. In the case of a negated pronoun multiple 
negation with the particles не/пе and Hi/ni is used: 

HixTO не бачив (uiei) комёди в TeaTpi./Nixto ne bacyv (cijeji) komediji v 
teatri. 
'No one saw the (this) comedy in the theatre.' 
HixTO не бачив у TeaTpi Hi комёди, Hi трагёдн./Nixtc) ne bačyv u teatri ni 
komediji, ni trahediji. 
'No one saw either the comedy or the tragedy in the theatre.' 
HixTO не бачив Hi комёди, Hi трагёди Hi в TeaTpi, Hi в 
телебаченш./Nixtc) ne bačyv ni komediji, ni trahediji ni v teatri, ni v telebačenni. 
'No one saw either the comedy or the tragedy either in the theatre or on television.' 

There are certain other differences between sentences with and without 
sentence negation. These concern the direct object and the subject. The 
direct object which in the positive sentence would be accusative may 
appear in the genitive: курить люльку/kuryt' ljul'ku '(he) smokes a pipe 
(ACC)', не курить люльки/пе kuryt' ljul'ky 'he does not smoke a pipe 
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(GEN)'. However, this case shift is not obligatory and the accusative may 
remain unchanged. Statistically speaking, the genitive is a little more 
frequent than the accusative of the object in negative sentences. Seman-
tically, the genitive in such sentences is more general, not concentrating on 
a specific object, so that не читав газёти (GEN)/ne cytav hazety (GEN) 
may mean 'he did not read any newspaper' while не читав газету (ACC)/ 
ne cytav hazetu (ACC) may easily refer to a specific newspaper, that is 'he 
did not read the newspaper'. Moreover, the use of the genitive for the 
negated object is more typical of formal speech. 

Given sentences with the general meaning of presence, under negation 
the nominative is replaced by the genitive. The verb бути/buty 'be' in the 
past tense is placed in the neuter singular form, in the future in the third 
person singular, and in the present tense it is replaced by the word нема/ 
nema 'there is not': були эииби (NOM)/buly xliby (GEN) 'there were 
loaves', не було хл1б!в (GEN)/ne buló xlibiv (GEN) 'there were no 
loaves', не буде хл1б!в (GEN)/ne bude xlibiv (GEN) 'there will be no 
loaves', нема хл1б!в (GEN)/nema xlibiv (GEN) 'there are no loaves'. The 
sentence becomes impersonal in all such cases. While in 'be'-sentences 
such a shift is obligatory, it is optional in application to other verbs with a 
more concrete meaning that contain the notion of presence or possession: 
сьогодш газет (GEN) не вихсщилоЛ'оЬс^т hazet (GEN) ne vyxodylo 
or сьогодш газёти (NOM) не виходилиЛ'оЬс^т hazćty (NOM) ne 
vyxodyly 'today no newspapers came out'. 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The type of sentence that is, statistically, the most frequent and, stylisti-
cally, the most neutral has, if there is no other subject, a personal pronoun 
(including anaphoric pronouns) as subject alongside the verb, except in the 
imperative: я червонпо/ja červoniju 'I blush', BiH червоше/vin 
červonije 'he blushes', я червонш/ja červoniv 'I blushed', BIH червошв/ 
vin červoniv 'he blushed'. However, in informal speech, sentences without 
personal pronouns in the indicative and conditional are quite frequent and 
serve as a means of emphasizing the informality of the utterance. The 
absence of personal pronouns is nearly obligatory in answers to yes-no 
questions: ти там був?Лу tam buv? 'were you there?', був/buv 'I was' 
(and not я був/ja buv). The same applies to non-initial clauses provided a 
co-referential pronoun is used in the initial clause: BiH знав, що туди не 
пще/vin znav, ščo tudy ne pide 'he knew that he would not go there' (and 
not BiH знав, що BiH туди не пще/vin znav, ščo vin tudy ne pide). In the 
imperative personal pronouns appear only under strong stress: ти щй!Лу 
idy! 'you go (not me)!' instead of the more normal iflHl/idy!. 

In formal usage if there are two nouns of the same gender (person) and 
number the ensuing ambiguity in the use of pronouns may be resolved by 
using nepumft/peršyj (literally: 'first') 'the former' and другий/druhyj 
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(literally: 'second') or ocTaHHiń/ostannij, (literally: 'last') 'the latter': 
учень i вчитель розмовляли ... перший спитав ..., другий 
вщпов1в/йсеп' i vcytel' rozmovljaly . . . persyj spytav . . . , druhyj vidpoviv 
. . . 'the pupil and the teacher were conversing . . . the former asked . . . the 
latter answered . . . ' 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Most typically, reflexivity is expressed by the verbal postfix -sja (after a 
vowel or a resonant, optionally -5'): умиваюся/umyvajusja 'I wash 
myself', умивався/umyvavsja 'I washed myself', also умиваюсь/ 
umyvajus' and (rarely) умивавсь/umyvavs'. But the functions of this 
postfix are manifold: 

passive voice (зброя кувалася в кузш/zbrója kuvalasja v kužni 
'weaponry was forged in the smithy'); 

reciprocity (вони пощлувалися/vony pociluvalysja 'they kissed each 
other'); 

fulfilment of an action (нашся/najivsja 'he ate his fill'); 
impersonalization (хочеться/хосе^а 'one feels like (doing something)'); 
exclusion of the object (кидае/kydaje 'he throws (something, expressed in 

the accusative)', but кидасться/kydajet'sja 'he throws (with no possi-
bility of an accusative object)'; see also section 3.2.6 above). 

Many verbs are not used at all without the postfix, such as 
намагаеться/namahajet'sja 'he endeavours', in some others the use of 
the postfix is optional, as in o6ii^B^)/obicjav(sja) 'he promised'. 

As a result of this accumulation of meanings the meaning of the postfix 
became vague, in some cases rather stylistic, with a lesser degree of 
formality. As a result, there appeared a tendency to replace here and there, 
in cases of true reflexivity, the postfix -sja by the apparently less ambiguous 
pronoun ce6e/sebe, as in BiH любить (самого) себё/vin ljiibyt' 
(samóho) sebe 'he loves himself', or, in cases of reciprocity, the phrase 
один одногб/odyn odnohó (also stressed одного/ódnoho), as in вони 
любили один одногб/vony ljubyly odyn odnohó 'they loved each other' 
instead of любилися/ljubylysja. The expansion of these types is relatively 
recent; traditionally used reflexive and reciprocal verbs are still used (as in 
the examples above), the new type of construction is spreading gradually, 
filling the gaps and eliminating ambiguities, so that it is impossible to give 
an exact delimitation of new constructions from traditional postfixal verbs. 
One of the differences between the traditional -sja forms and their phrasal 
replacements is that in the case of conjoined chains the postfix is repeated 
in each member, which is not the case with the phrasal equivalents: BiH 
голився й умивався/vin holyvsja j umyvavsja 'he shaved and washed 
himself', but вони обшмали й цшували один бдного/vony obijmaly j 
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ciluvaly odyn ódnoho 'they embraced and kissed one another'. 
Postfixed impersonal verbs like xoneTbCH/xocet'sja 'one feels like 

(doing something)' exclude the possibility of a subject in the nominative 
case; instead, they require a noun phrase in the dative, as can be seen in the 
contrast between я хочу/ja xocu 'I want' and мен! хочеться/meni 
xocet'sja 'I feel like'. Traditionally, sentences of this type are called imper-
sonal sentences. Impersonal sentences of several types are widespread in 
Ukrainian. The chief types are: 

Absolutely impersonal sentences in which no subject or its substitute may 
appear: ceiTae/svitaje 'it dawns'. 

Relatively impersonal sentences, in which a subject in the nominative case 
is possible but is left unnamed or unidentified: у вухах стогнало/u 
vuxax stohnalo 'it (something) moaned in his ears'. 

Impersonal sentences consisting of a genitive noun phrase preceded by не 
до/ne do, literally 'not to', with zero copula in the present tense and 
appropriate forms of бути/buty in other tenses: мен! було не до 
CMixy/meni buló ne do smixu 'I was not up to laughing'. 

Adverbial sentences specializing in depicting situations independent of the 
will of persons, with forms of бути/buty (including zero in the present 
tense) and a dative noun phrase: мен! було сумно/meni buló šumno 
'I felt sad'. A subtype here are sentences with negative pronouns in the 
dative: нпсому було ствати/nikomu buló spivaty 'there was nobody 
to sing'. 

Infinitive sentences of various modal meanings with a present or potential 
noun phrase in the dative, as in вам не поневолити народ/vam ne 
ponevolyty naród 'you will be unable to enslave the people'. 

Participial sentences with a petrified form of the head word in what used to 
be the neuter singular in -no or -to (contrast the current neuter singular 
in -ne or -te): страву зварено/stravu zvareno 'the meal is cooked', 
людину вбито/ljudynu vbyto 'the man is killed'. As seen in these 
examples, these sentences admit a noun in the accusative. 

Negative existential sentences (see section 4.6). 

4.9 Possession 
Predicative constructions in possessive sentences are of three kinds: 

The preposition y/u plus the genitive case of the noun phrase denoting the 
possessor plus the nominative case (under negation, the genitive case) of 
the thing possessed; the predicate proper is a non-omissible form of the 
verb 'be' ('existential' 'be', thus the negative present is нёма/пёта): у 
нього e rpóuii /u n 'ohoje hroši 'he has money'. 

A noun phrase in the nominative denoting the possessor and the appro-
priate form of the verb мати/maty 'have' with the accusative of the 
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noun phrase denoting the thing possessed (or, under negation, also the 
genitive of the thing possessed): вш мае rpómi/vin maje hroši 'he has 
money'. 

A noun in the nominative denoting the thing possessed, the copula (which 
may be zero in the present tense) and a possessive pronoun or adjective 
denoting the possessor: (ц\) rpómi MO'i/(ci) hroši moji 'this money is 
mine'. 

All three constructions are well rooted in the language. 
Attributive means of expressing possession are primarily possessive 

adjectives (with the suffixes -iv or -yn) or possessive pronouns (usually 
before the head noun) as well as the genitive of nouns (usually after the 
head noun): батыив, материн руксшис/bat'kiv, materyn rukópys 
'father's, mother's manuscript' or рукопис батька, MaTepi/rukópys 
bat'ka, materi. With nouns as possessors, the adjectival construction 
prevails when the possessor is singular, the genitive is used when it is non-
singular; compare рукопис 6aTbKiB/rukópys bat'kiv 'parents' manu-
script', where 6aTbKiB/bat'kiv is genitive plural. 

4.10 Quantification 
Numerals in their syntactic behaviour are not uniform (for their declension, 
see section 3.1.5). They fall into the divisions set out below. 

Один/odyn '1' functions as an adjective in full agreement with its noun, 
that is, it agrees in case and number in the plural and also in gender in the 
singular: один будинок (M)/odyn budynok (м) 'one house', одна хата 
(F)/odna xata (F) 'one cottage', одне теля (N)/odne telja (N) 'one calf', 
одш телята/odni teljata 'some calves', одного будинка/odnohó 
budynka 'one house (GEN SG)'. 

Два/dva '2', три/try '3', чотири/cotyry '4' agree with the noun to 
which they refer in case (два/dva also in gender), but require the noun in 
the plural. However, if the phrase is nominative (or the nominative-like 
accusative), then the noun is used in a form identical to the nominative 
plural but with the stress of the genitive singular, as in два брати/dva 
braty 'two brothers', in contrast to брати/braty 'brothers'. This stress rule 
does not apply to other cases. In this combination, an accompanying adjec-
tive can be either nominative plural or genitive plural: два нов! будинки/ 
dva novi budynky or два нових будинки/dva novyx budynky 'two new 
houses'; the genitive forms are particularly frequent with feminine nouns. 

П'ять/pjat ' '5' to дев'ятсот/deyjatsót '900' govern the genitive plural 
when the phrase is nominative (including the nominative-like accusative), 
but in other cases agree with the noun: ciM дшв/sim dniv 'seven days', but 
genitive семи, ciMÓx дшв/semy, simox dniv, dative семи, ciMÓM дням/ 
semy, simóm dnjam. 

Тисяча/tysjaća 'thousand', MmbńÓH/mil'jón 'million' and higher 
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numerals require the noun in the genitive plural: тисяча oci6/tysjača osib 
'a thousand persons', instrumental тисячею oci6/tysjačeju osib. 

Compound numerals such as сорок micTb/sórok šist' '46', require the 
noun in the form as dictated by their last component, that is сорок один 
збшит/sórok odyn zóśyt 'forty-one writing-books', сорок два зошити/ 
sórok dva zóśyty 'forty-two writing-books', сорок п'ять 3ÓuiHTiB/sórok 
pjat' zošytiv 'forty-five writing-books'. 

Alongside the above numerals, quantities from '2' to '80' may be repre-
sented by the numerals traditionally called collective: двое/dvoje, трое / 
tróje, четверо/četvero,... BiciMflecjiTepo/visimdesjatero. They are used 
with pluralia tantum (двое саней/dvoje sanej 'two sledges'), with nouns 
whose plural stem differs from that of the singular (such as око/око 'eye', 
plural Ó4i/Óci, двое очей/dvoje očej 'two eyes') and optionally with 
neuter nouns (двое BiKOH/dvóje vikon 'two windows'). In oblique cases 
collective numerals are not distinguished from the ordinary numerals, so 
that the genitive of двое саней/dvoje sanej is двох саней/dvox sanej. 
Syntactically, they follow the pattern of п'ять/pjat' '5'. 

Non-numeral quantifiers are represented primarily by such words as 
6araTo/bahato (rarely багацько/ЬаЬас'ко) 'much, many', мало/та1о 
and Tpoxn/troxy 'a little, few', (де)кшька/^е)кй'ка 'a number (of)'. In 
affective language there are, particularly for the notions of large number, 
quite a few nouns of the type сшга/syla (literally: 'strength'), безл1ч/ 
bezlič (literally: 'numberless'). They all require a noun in the genitive when 
they stand in the nominative (or the accusative identical with the nomin-
ative): багато, мало, кшька, сила людей/bahato, malo, kil'ka, syla 
ljudej 'many, few, several, lots of people'. Some of them are declinable on 
the pattern of три/try or п'ять/pjat ' , as in genitive 6araTbóx/bahat'óx, 
кшькох/кП'кох, and follow the syntactic pattern of п'ять/pjat ' ; those 
that are nouns, like сила/syla, retain their declension as nouns and govern 
the genitive case throughout; the remainder are indeclinable (мало/та1о, 
Tpoxn/troxy). 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The general idea of the share of Common Slavonic vocabulary in modern 
standard Ukrainian can be drawn from the following observation. In a 
randomly taken page of a work of fiction (text 1: 300 words) 216 words 
have Common Slavonic roots; in a randomly taken page of non-fiction 
(text 2: 300 words, from a linguistics journal), this number falls to about 
150. Among the remaining word-stock, borrowings play an important part. 
In text 1 there are 8 borrowings from Polish (mostly made in the sixteenth 
or seventeenth centuries), 16 from Russian (mostly of relatively recent 
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date) and 8 of common European word-stock (so-called 'international' 
words). Corresponding numbers in text 2 are 23, 9 and 72, respectively. 
The words of Polish or Russian origin in certain cases appear as loan trans-
lations in which all components are apparently Ukrainian but the word as a 
whole is entirely based on the pattern of the other Slavonic language, such 
as, in our texts, KUibKicTb/kil'kist' 'quantity', copied from Polish ilość 
(Ukrainian кшька/кИ'ка corresponds to Polish ile 'several, how many', 
the Ukrainian suffix -ist' corresponds to Polish -ość) and спшкування/ 
spilkuvannja 'communication', patterned on Russian общёние/obščenie 
(Ukrainian спшьнийЛрй'пу] 'common' corresponds to Russian общий/ 
obščij, with in both languages a suffix which derives nouns denoting a 
process from verbs). 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
During the Old Ukrainian period (the tenth to thirteen centuries) the main 
source of loan-words were Church Slavonic in its Bulgarian and Mace-
donian recensions, Greek and Turkic languages. The first two operated 
primarily on the level of the ecclesiastical and literary languages, Turkic 
languages on the level of the spoken language. A few examples are Church 
Slavonic дух/dux 'spirit', блаженство/blaženstvo 'bliss', Greek ангел/ 
anhel 'angel', rpaMOTa/hramota 'charter'. In many cases Greek words 
entered Old Ukrainian via Church Slavonic. The main sources of Turkic 
borrowings were the languages of the nomadic Turkic tribes of the steppes 
south and east of the then Ukrainian frontier. Such are words like 
богатир/bohatyr 'hero', Toeap/tovar 'field-camp' (now 'goods'). 
Borrowing from Old Scandinavian was of limited import. These words 
concerned mostly military and commercial activities, such as варяг/vaijah 
'man-at-arms', ujonna/ščohla 'mast'. (Here and below loan-words are 
quoted as a rule in their modern form.) 

The crucial influence in the Middle Ukrainian period (the fourteenth to 
the eighteenth centuries), especially after the Union of Lublin of 1569, 
which created the Polish commonwealth (Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine) until 
about 1720, was Polish. It shaped much of the administrative language of 
the time, mediated in the expansion of the western word-stock concerning 
culture, technology, abstract thinking and so on: words from Latin, Czech, 
German (there were also direct borrowings into Ukrainian from German), 
Italian, French and other languages. Moreover, under the conditions of the 
general bilingualism of the nobility, educated and urban classes, a situation 
arose in which, time and again, it was irrelevant whether a native or a 
Polish word was used, so that gradually not only were new words intro-
duced for new notions but quite a few native words were crowded out by 
Polonisms. This influx abated after 1720 when most of the Ukraine became 
a Russian province, but it resumed in the nineteenth century, although on a 
narrower scale, because the intellectuals occasionally saw in Polonisms 
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and/or loan translations from Polish a means to counteract expansion of 
Russianisms. Of the almost innumerable Polonisms adopted in the Middle 
Ukrainian period a part (about 50 per cent) were lost subsequently, but 
Modern Ukrainian is still closer in its word-stock to Polish than to any 
other Slavonic language. This was, of course, a result of Polish political 
domination but not less so of cultural seduction. 

Another strong influence in the Middle Ukrainian period, though by no 
means as powerful as that of Polish, was the Turkic languages. It was par-
ticularly strong in the military terminology of Ukrainian Cossacks but also 
in sheep-breeding, gardening, clothing, music and other areas. 

After the defeat of Ukrainian autonomism in 1709 the Ukrainian 
language stood under the growing and eventually overpowering (especially 
since 1930) influence of Russian, which resulted in numerous borrowings, 
loan translations and syntactic caiques from Russian. Even loans from 
western languages are made most often through Russian mediation. Virtu-
ally universal bilingualism causes frequent mixing of the two languages. 
The expansion of Russian elements was until recently supported by the 
administrative establishment, which went so far as to reject one or another 
Ukrainian word and prescribe its replacement by another which was closer 
to Russian or was straight Russian. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
In modern standard Ukrainian the general rule is to adopt foreign words to 
the morphological system of Ukrainian. Thus, nouns ending in a consonant 
or in -a decline like native nouns with such an ending independent of their 
gender in the original language. For example, болщ/bolid 'fireball' 
declines like слщ/slid 'trace', Tepaca/terasa 'terrace' declines like 
npHKpaca/prykrasa 'adornment', флот/flot 'navy' declines like рот/rot 
'mouth' in disregard of the fact that in French it is feminine: la flotte. 
Exceptions like aApeca/adresa 'address', patterned ultimately on the 
French feminine (une adres s e), are extremely rare. 

Those nouns which end in a vowel or combination of vowels that do not 
occur in native nouns are indeclinable: какаду/kakadu 'cockatoo', жюр1/ 
žjuri 'jury', амплуа/атр1иа 'line (of business)'. Foreign substantives in -e 
do not decline because native substantives of that type have in some cases 
palatalized stem-final consonants, which is not the case in foreign words: 
contrast native море/тоге 'sea', genitive singular моря/móija and 
borrowed пюре/pjurć 'puree'. Foreign nouns in -o tended to be treated 
like native neuters in -o until, in 1934, this treatment was declared non-
standard and eliminated from the standard language: thus, KiHÓ/kino 
'cinema' had genitive singular KiHa/kina, but now KiHÓ/kino is supposed 
to be retained as such in all cases. 

Adjectives as a rule are adopted by taking in the nominative singular 
masculine the ending -yj with its set of gender, number and case endings, 
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usually preceded by a native suffix, as in суповий/supovyj from cyn/sup 
'soup'. 

All foreign verbs take a native suffix, most typically -uva(-ty) : -uj(-u) 
and are conjugated as native verbs, such as монтувати/montuvaty : 
монтую/montuju 'to mount'. The German-origin suffix -yr- is normally 
omitted (contrast German montieren), except in cases of possible am-
biguity, such as командувати/komanduvaty 'to give orders', 
командирувати/komandyruvaty 'to send on business', both komman-
dieren in German. Verbs of foreign origin enter Ukrainian without aspect 
differentiation; when they are naturalized, however, they tend to mark 
perfective aspect by adding a prefix. For instance, арештувати/ 
arestuvaty 'to arrrest', attested in Ukrainian since 1583, was first used in 
this form without aspect differentiation; but later (at the latest in the mid-
nineteenth century) заарештувати/zaarestuvaty was introduced as a 
perfective verb, and by the same token the original form took the function 
of imperfective. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Bbmń/bilyj 'white'; MÓpHHń/ćórnyj 'black'; 4epBÓHHń/cervónyj 'red'; 
зелений/zelenyj 'green'; жовтий/йсМу] 'yellow'; синш/synij 'blue' and 
блакитний/blakytnyj and голубий/holubyj 'light blue'; cipłiń/słryj 
'grey'. 

For 'brown' there is no generally accepted term; possible equivalents 
are брунатний/brunatnyj, коричнявий/korycnjavyj (variant: 
коричневий/korycnevyj), less often цинам0новий/супатопо\гу)'. The 
most authoritative Academy dictionary of 1929 placed first 
цинамоновий/супатсиклэд, marked коричнявий/korycnjavyj as dia-
lectal (without quotations), then placed брунатний/brunatnyj (with 
quotations from the early nineteenth century); the Hrinčenko dictionary of 
1908 has брунатний/brunatnyj, without quotations, and no 
коричневий/korycnevyj at all. The post-war Soviet dictionaries place 
emphasis on коричневий/korycnevyj for the obvious reason that it is 
current in Russian. 

For 'purple' there is again no basic generally accepted term, червоний/ 
cervonyj 'red' being used to cover this colour range. The following are all 
typical of poetic language and atypical of colloquial language: 
пурпурний/purpurnyj (variant: nypnypÓBHń/purpurovyj), багровий/ 
bahrovyj and archaic шарлатовий/sarlatovyj. 

For 'orange', жовтогарячий^о^оЬа^асу], literally 'yellow hot', is 
known in the vernacular but is understood rather as a poetic denotation of 
a shade of yellow; opaimeBHfl/oranževyj, from Russian, is being intro-
duced and promoted by language legislators. 
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5.4.2 Body parts 
Голова/Ьо1оуа 'head'; око/око 'eye'; Hic/nis 'nose'; eyxo/vuxo 'ear'; 
рот/rot and вуста/vusta (PL) 'mouth'; волосся/УОК^'а 'hair'; шия/ 
syja 'neck'; рука/гака 'arm, hand'; палець/ра1ес' 'finger'; Hora/noha 
'leg, foot'; палець (ноги)/ра1ес' (nohy) 'toe'; груди/hrudy (PL) 'chest'; 
серце/serce 'heart'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
батько/bat'ko, тато/tato 'father'; мати/maty, less commonly ненька/ 
nen'ka 'mother'; брат/brat 'brother'; cecTpa/sestra 'sister'; дядько/ 
djad'ko 'uncle' (regional western CTpńń(Ko)/stryj(ko) 'father's brother', 
Byń(Ko)/vuj(ko) 'mother's brother'), TiTKa/titka 'aunt'; племшник/ 
pleminnyk, не(нж/пеЫй 'nephew' (regional western братан(ич)/ 
bratan(yc), братанець/bratanec' 'brother's son', сестршок/sestrinok 
'sister's son'); племшниця/pleminnycja, небога/пеЬоЬа 'niece' 
(regional western братаниця/bratanycja 'brother's daughter', 
сестриниця/sestrynycja, сестршка/sestrinka 'sister's daughter'; кузен/ 
kuzen, брат у других/brat u druhyx, двоюр1дний брат/dvojuridnyj 
brat '(male) cousin' (regional western кузинок/kuzynok); кузина/ 
kuzyna, сестра в других/sestra v druhyx, двоюрщна сестра/ 
dvojuridna sestra '(female) cousin' (regional western кузинка/кигупка); 
flifl(ycb)/did(us') 'grandfather' (regional western дщо/dido); баб(к)а/ 
bab(k)a, бабуня/babunja, бабуся/babusja 'grandmother'; чоловнс/ 
čolovik, дружина/druźyna, подружжя/podružžja 'husband'; 
жшка/žinka, дружина/druźyna, подружжя/podružžja 'wife'; син/syn 
'son'; дочка/dočka, доня/dónja, донька/dón ka 'daughter'. 

6 Dialects 
Ukrainian dialects are traditionally divided into three groups (see map 
17.1). Northern dialects are spoken north of the approximate line Luc'k-
Kiev-Sumy. South of that line one finds the area of southern dialects 
which, in turn, are divided into south-western (west of the approximate line 
Xvastiv-Balta) and south-eastern ones, east of that approximate line. The 
main criterion on which the delineation south versus north is based is (as 
suggested by Ганцов/Hancov 1923) the part played by the accent in the 
development of the vocalism. In the north the most important changes of 
vowels took place under stress, in the south they ran identically in stressed 
and unstressed syllables. This basic difference is supplemented by some 
other distinctions in phonology, morphology and lexicon. 

The northern and the south-western dialects are more archaic than the 
south-eastern ones. The former two groups already began to take shape in 
prehistoric times, while the formation of the south-eastern dialects falls into 
the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. It was at that time that the present-
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KEY 
1 - 3 South-eastern dialects 

1 Steppe dialects 
2 Cerkasy-Poltava dialects 
3 Slobožanščyna dialects 

4-10 Northern dialects 
4 Eastern Polissian dialects 
5 Central Polissian dialects 
6 Western Polissian and Pidljašian dialects 
7-9 Transitional dialects (from northern to 

southern) 
10 Transitional Ukrainian-Belorussian and 

Ukrainian-Russian dialects 
11-20 South-western dialects 

11 Podillja dialects 
12 South Volhynian dialects 
13 Dnister dialects 
14 Sjan dialects 
15 Lemkian dialects 
16 Bojkian dialects 
17 Central Transcarpathian dialects 
18 Hucul dialects 
19 Pokuttia dialects 
20 Bukovyna dialects 

day south-eastern Ukraine was, after its reconquest from the Tatars by the 
Cossacks, resettled or settled by people from south-western and northern 
regions. The unity of the south-eastern dialects was created by the dynamic 
migrational processes and the mixing of population from territories of the 
two more archaic dialects (see section 1). 

The south-eastern dialects are relatively uniform. The northern dialects 
fall into three chief groups, Western, Central and Eastern Polissian. The 
south-western dialects are strongly differentiated, into eight groups, or 
more. 

The most striking distinctive features of the principal dialects are the 
following: 

1 In the north о and e (the latter from e and e) under certain conditions 
(see section 2.1) alternate, under stress, with diphthongs (which, 
phonetically, vary from place to place); by now they have monoph-
thongized into и, у, й or i in some places, but these are secondary 
developments. In the south there never were any diphthongs of that 
origin. The main line of development in the south of, for example, о in 
the newly closed syllables (after the loss of weak jers) was o > u > ii > i. 
In some local dialects, especially in Transcarpathia, the stages и and й 
are still retained. 

2 In the north r' was depalatalized by the mid-twelfth century; in the 
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south this happened only in some local dialects and much later. 
3 Some local south-western dialects depalatalized word-final c', preserve 

the distinction of у and / and developed dorsal palatalization of s' , z', 
c' (which became s, z, ć). 

4 In declension, the south-west has preserved the word-final у in the soft 
declension (as in locative singular на земли/na zemly 'on earth') 
versus south-eastern i: на земл!/па zemli). In the dative singular of 
masculine nouns the south-west has the ending -ovy while the north 
has -u and the south-east both -и and -ovi. The south-west in most 
local varieties preserves clitic forms of personal pronouns (such as 
dative singular ми/my 'to me', versus south-eastern only MeHi/meni). 

5 In conjugation, the south-west preserves enclitic forms of the auxiliary 
verb in the past tense but in the north and the south-east these are lost, 
as in south-western спавем/spavjem versus northern and south-
eastern я cnae/ja spav 'I slept'. 

A special problem is that of the so-called Rusyn (Ruthenian) language. 
The term has various meanings depending on when and where it is/was 
used. In the Transcarpathian region of the Ukraine and in the adjacent 
East Slovak region around Prešov it was the name of one of the three 
orientations in shaping the standard language before 1945 (when the bulk 
of the area became part of the Soviet Ukraine): Ukrainian, Russian and the 
regional one based on some local 'Rusyn' dialects, the latter orientation 
supported by Hungary. Nowadays this is a historical and dated use. In a 
sense, however, it is applied to the language of immigrants from the area 
(Carpatho-Rusyn) in the United States, but with much stronger admixture 
of the Russian Church Slavonic traditional in Transcarpathia. It is basically 
a written language cultivated by the Greek Catholic church with its centre 
in Pittsburgh. Thirdly, the term is used by immigrants from western 
Transcarpathia who settled in the mid-eighteenth century in the former 
Yugoslavia, with their centre in Kerestur. This is an independent standard 
micro-language for a population of up to 20,000 people. This language is 
essentially based on Eastern Slovak dialects with some Western Ukrainian 
admixture. The speakers are inclined to call it Ukrainian under the influ-
ence of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergy of Byzantine rite who were 
active in shaping this language. 
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